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Abstract
The Friction Stir Channeling is a recent manufacturing technique based on the friction stir processing of
a monolithic component, able to produces internal, closed channels in a single step, with any path and
constant or continuously modified shape along the path. A new concept for this process: Hybrid Friction
Stir Channeling, combines the concepts of Friction Stir Channeling and Friction Stir Welding. This is
accomplished with development of specific tools inducing district material flows to join multiple
components together while simultaneously producing an internal, closed and continuous channel.

The focus of this investigation is on tool design, development and analysis. Tool design is critical for
Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling performance and success. In this dissertation, probe and shoulder
design are considered for development. Probe geometry is responsible for inducing two distinct material
flow characteristics resulting in the formation of a weld nugget and an internal channel. Shoulder
geometry is responsible for closing the channel and removing the extracted material in the form of
detached flash.

The influence of processing parameters on channel formation is studied for superior tool geometries. To
analyze the effect of processing conditions, geometrical, microhardness and microstructural analyses are
conducted. With the establishment of optimal processing parameters, channel stability, integrity and
strength are analyzed. Three stability tests are established and conducted to understand Hybrid Friction
Stir Channeling capabilities and limitations. Leak tests, utilizing helium, are conducted on a series of
channels to provide an accurate understanding of channel integrity. Internal pressure tests are conducted
to establish a leak pressure and a burst pressure for a series of channels to provide an accurate
understanding of channel strength.

Channel production was stable for many processing parameters studied. Channel path is only limited in
minimum curvature by the size of the tooling used and in paths containing angles. Paths containing
large sharp angles can be produced with the correct placement of the advancing side and retreating side
in reference to the path. Channels possessed significant roughness, while maintaining stability, making
Hybrid Friction Stir Channels ideal for thermal management applications. Leak tests reveal minimal
leakage in the channels produced with a flow rate of 1.0E-06mbar*l/s. Pressure tests produced no
conclusive information regarding leak pressure but did provide an average maximum pressure threshold
of 400bar.

Keywords: Aluminum Alloy, Friction Stir Channeling, Friction Stir Processing, Friction Stir
Welding, Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling, Tool Design
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Tiivistelmä
Kitkatappikanavointi on uusi kitkatappiprosessointiin perustuva valmistusmenetelmä, jolla voidaan
valmistaa suljettuja kanavia yhdellä työvaiheella. Kanava voi kulkea vapaasti valittavan pinnan ja
reitin mukaisesti ja kanavan muoto voi pysyä samana tai sitä voidaan säätää reitin mukaan. Uusi
konsepti: Hybridikitkatappikanavointi yhdistää kitkatappikanavoinnin ja kitkatappihitsauksen.
Tämä on onnistunut kehittämällä erityiset työkalut, jotka saavat aikaan paikallisen materiaalivirran,
joka samanaikaisesti liittää useita komponentteja toisiinsa ja tuottaa komponenttien sisään suljetun
ja yhtenäisen kanavan.

Tämä tutkimus keskittyy työkalujen mallinnukseen, kehittämiseen ja arviointiin. Työkalujen muoto
on keskeistä hybridikitkatappikananvoinnin tehokkuudelle ja onnistumiselle. Tässä diplomityössä
keskitytään työkalun tappi- ja olkapääosien kehitykseen. Tapin geometria saa aikaan kaksi erillistä
materiaalivirtaa, jotka muodostavat hitsin and kanavan. Olkapään geometria sulkee kanavan katon
ja poistaa kanavasta poistetun materiaalin irtoavana purseena.

Prosessiparametrien vaikutusta kanavan muodostamiseen tutkitaan parhaiden työkalugeometrioiden
avulla. Prosessiolosuhteiden vaikutusta tutkitaan analysoimalla kanavan geometriaa, mikrokovuutta
ja mikrorakennetta. Hybridikitkatappikanavoinnin kykyjä ja rajoja tutkitaan kolmella
stabiiliuskokeella. Kanavien vuotoja testattiin heliumilla, jotta saatiin tarkka käsitys kanavien
eheydestä. Kanavien lujuudesta saatiin käsitys painetestin avulla, jossa määritettiin testattujen
kanavien vuoto- ja rikkoutumispaine.

Kanavien valmistus oli vakaata useilla prosessiparametreilla. Kanavan reitti on rajoitettu vain
tiukoissa kaarteissa, mikä riippuu työkalun koosta sekä reiteillä, jotka sisältävät kulmia. Suuria ja
teräväkulmaisia kanavia voidaan valmistaa määrittämällä työkalun etenevä sivu ja jättösivu
oikealla tavalla. Kanavien pinnankarheus on huomattava ja vakaa, mikä tekee
hybridikitkatappikanavoinnista ideaalisen lämmönhallintasovelluksiin. Vuototestauksessa kanavien
vuodot olivat suuruusluokkaa 1.0E-06 mbar*l/s. Painetestaus ei tuonut selvää tietoa
vuotopaineesta, mutta kanavien suurin paine ennen rikkoutumista oli keskimäärin 400 bar.

Avainsanat: Alumiiniseos, Kitkatappikanavointi, Kitkatappiprosessointi, Kitkatappihitsaus,
Hybridikitkatappikanavointi, Työkalusuunnittelu,
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1 Introduction

1.1 Scope
Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling (HFSC) is a new manufacturing method for producing internal,
closed channels and welding of multiple metal components in a single action. HFSC utilizes unique
tool designs to promote two distinct material flows in the processed zone. This is accomplished by
combining the tool geometries and material flow properties of Friction Stir Welding (FSW) and
Friction Stir Channeling (FSC). The HFSC concept is to combine multiple components with a weld
nugget while simultaneously creating an internal closed channel.

Differently from the conventional FSC, which is applied to monolithic components to produce
channels, HFSC is applied to a structural system involving different components with similar or
dissimilar geometry and material compositions. Thus, instead of the thick plates typically required
for FSC, the channels manufactured by HFSC can be created in structural systems involving thin
preforms. The use of thin preforms reduces material usage and the need for post processing to
reduce weight. The channels themselves may have any path and constant or variable shape along
the path.

The channels produced with HFSC are similar in nature to that of FSC. Channels produced with
HFSC have an increased roughness in the floor of the channel over those produced with FSC. This
increased roughness is ideal for the production of turbulent flows in cooling media. In addition, the
rough internal surface finishing of the HFSC channels, like FSC, is random and semi-perpendicular
to the flow of coolant, increasing the efficiency of the channel compared with cooling channels
produced with other alternative manufacturing techniques. This makes HFSC a desirable and
economical approach for producing heat exchangers for thermal management applications.

In order to better understand and develop HFSC, tool design, development and analysis is studied.
Tool design is critical to the development of HFSC due to the significant role in material
processing and channel formation by the tools. Tools are responsible for the frictional heating and
material flows of the processed material. However, tool geometry alone is not enough to produce
internal closed channels. Processing conditions in regards to Tool Rotational Speed (TRS) and Tool
Travel Speed (TTS) are critical for the production of internal closed channels. A superior tool
design combined with the optimal processing parameters will produce the highest quality and
consistent, internal channels.

1.2 Objectives
This research aims at contributing to the advancement of FSC, with the development of HFSC
through the design, development and analysis of tools, the characterization of channels and the
assessment of channel properties. This is accomplished with the following set of objectives.

∂ Design new shoulder body capable of closing the channel and removing the extracted flash
material, leaving the processed surface, below the shoulder, at the same level as the
original material.

∂ Analyze channel formation and test for stability, repeatability and quality.

∂ Investigate the influence of processing parameters on channel formation.

∂ Characterize the channels both metallographically and morphologically.

∂ Assessment of the channels mechanical properties by experimentation and analysis.
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1.3 Structure of Thesis
The dissertation is divided into eight sections. In section 2, the state of the art is presented detailing
the development of FSC from its initial conceptualization to the main FSC concepts. FSC tests and
analysis methods are detailed concerning the importance of the test on the development of FSC
technologies. The most critical and important FSC milestones are analyzed with specific
consideration for channel development, tool design and supporting test methods for this study. Tool
design and development is studied to provide a basic understanding of Friction Stir Processing
(FSP) tool concepts with a focus on shoulder and probe geometry. Specific studies concerning the
effect of tool geometry are presented to further emphasize the importance of tool design and
development.

In section 3, the fundamentals of HFSC is presented, providing a global understanding of the HFSC
process and its development from the combination of FSC and FSW processes. HFSC tool design
concepts are presented providing a general understanding of tool geometry effect on material flow
and channel formation. Component orientation and material selection are presented to further
emphasis the adversity and superiority of the HFSC concept. Equipment utilized for HFSC in this
study is presented with a brief overview of the machines capabilities. The experimental setup
concerning material preparation and clamping are presented. Geometrical parameters for analysis
of HFSC channels produced are presented to provide a standard reference for all future analyses.

In section 4, tool design is presented in detail, providing a logical order to tool development. Probe
design is presented by detailing the initial probe concept and induced flow characteristics on
processed material. Probe geometry is detailed for critical zones and variations in probe geometries
is discussed. The effect of different probe geometries on channel formation is presented and
discussed to establish a superior probe design. Shoulder design is presented with the establishment
of assessment criteria, shoulder concepts, detailed descriptions and analysis of performance. Final
shoulder concepts are detail including revisions, performance of revisions, material flow
characteristics and flash formation.

In section 5, Channel characterization is presented by first detailing the base material and analysis
methods. Processing parameters are analyzed with the use of superior tools to understand their
effect on channel formation and properties. Processing parameters are analyzed with geometrical
analysis, microhardness measurements and a microstructural analysis of HFSC. Channel stability,
leak and internal pressure tests are presented to further establish an understanding of HFSC
capabilities and mechanical properties.

In section 6, a global interpretation, discussion and analysis of results along with concluding
remarks are provided. In section 7, future work on the development of tools and HFSC
technologies are presented.
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2 State of the Art

2.1 History of Friction Stir Channeling
Friction Stir Channeling (FSC) is a manufacturing method based on the Friction Stir Processing
(FSP) of monolithic plates. FSC is a manufacturing technique for producing internal, closed
channels in a monolithic, metallic component with any path and a constant or continuously
modified path. FSC was first proposed and patented by Mishra in 2005, for the production of heat
exchangers [1]. Mishra proposed that reversing the material flow pattern from that of Friction Stir
Welding (FSW), combined with the appropriate processing parameters of FSP, continuous and
stable channels can be created in monolithic metallic components.

2.1.1 Friction Stir Processing Technologies
Friction Surfacing (FS) was patented in 1941 [2] and is currently a well established technology,
with large impacts on FSP technologies [3]. FS is one of many technological advancements from
friction based manufacturing technologies [4]. The FS concept gave rise to an adverse and
significant solid state welding technology; the FSW process [4]. FSW is a solid-state joining
process invented by Wayne Thomas et al. in 1991 and patented by The Welding Institute (TWI) in
1995 [5]. FSW is considered to be one of the most significant accomplishments and advancements
in metal joining processes and it has the added benefit of being a green technology due to its low
energy consumption and environmental friendliness [6] [7]. FSW is a complicated, yet simple,
concept where a non-consumable, rotating tool is plunged into the interface between two plates and
traversed along the joint forming a welded zone. FSW uses friction, between the tool and the
workpiece, to increase the temperature and induce plastic deformation. This transforms the
material, in the processed zone, from solid state to a viscoplasticized solid state below the melting
temperature of the material [8] [9]. The processed zone, whilst remaining solid, presents a three-
dimensional material flow pattern resembling a liquid, enabling easy mixing and blending between
two distinct bodies, effectively bonding them together and changing their material properties [4].
The viscoplasticized solid state of the material, in the processed zone, is generally referred to as the
“third-body region” [4].

FSW provides several advantages over traditional welding processes. First, FSW allows for the
joining of materials traditionally thought of as non-weldable or having poor-weldability using
traditional fusion welding techniques [7]. This includes high alloyed aluminums, like 2xxx and
7xxx series, where traditional fusion welding often results in porosity and loss in mechanical
properties compared to the base material [6]. Second, FSW allows for the joining of dissimilar
materials such as copper and aluminum [8], or stainless steel and aluminum [9]. Despite the
drastically different melting temperatures of the materials, FSW allows for effective welding due to
the low processing temperatures and high material flow characteristics producing solid-state
joining mechanisms in the third-body region. The solid-state joining mechanisms in the third-body
region, at temperatures above the recrystallization temperature of the material, are mainly diffusion
[4].

The study and experimentation of FSW has led to the development and study of many other FSP
technologies. These developments in FSP technologies are evident by the numerous scientific
papers and patents published in recent years. These developments include friction stir spot welding
[10], friction stir riveting [11], friction stir forge forming [12] [13] [14], friction stir microforming
[15] [16] and friction stir channeling [4] [17].

2.1.2 Friction Stir Channeling Milestones
The FSC concept, patented by Mishra, was tested by Balasubramanian et al. [17], and utilizes a
threaded probe that is rotated in a direction to allow the processed material to flow upwards and out
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of the metallic component (Figure 2.1). A gap between the shoulder and the metallic component is
established to allow the flow of material outwards. The extracted material is deposited in the
processed zone between the shoulder and the workpiece.

Figure 2.1 Original Friction Stir Channeling Concept [18]

A method called Modified Friction Stir Channeling (MFSC) was conceived and tested in 2013 by
Rashidi et al. [19]; where a smooth cylindrical probe was used and a tilt angle was applied to the
tool (Figure 2.2). This study revealed that applying a tilt angle allowed more material to flow out of
the processed zone and consequently, with an increased production of flash. However, due to the
use of a smooth probe higher rotational speeds and slower feed rates were utilized compared to the
original FSC method, due to the reduced flow of viscoplasticized material.

Figure 2.2 Modified Friction Stir Channeling Concept [18]

Another study performed by Rashidi et al. [20], compared tool probe geometry by comparing the
effects in channel production of an upward conical probe, with no tilt angle and the MFSC concept.
The results showed that utilizing a conical probe increased the stability of the channel over that of
MFSC.

A new FSC concept was developed and patented by Vidal and Vilaça in 2013 [21]. This concept is
based on distinct material flow characteristics, where a controlled amount of viscoplasticized
material is extracted from the processed zone, producing an internal closed channel with no gap
between the shoulder and the surface of the metallic component. Thus, the material extracted from
the processed zone, inside the metallic component, is not deposited on the processed surface
beneath the shoulder, but is rather directed to the periphery of the tool in the form of a detachable
flash as represented in Figure 2.3. This material flow from the center of the shoulder to the
periphery of the shoulder is accomplished with the use of a specifically designed and shaped scroll
or scrolls. The distinct material flow and formation of detachable flash with no gap between the
shoulder and the component ensures the processed surface is left at the same initial level. This
concept allows for the production of channels in a wide range of dimensions by controlling the
processing parameters. These channels are addressed by Vilaça et al. [4] and characterized by Vidal
et al. [18] [22] [23] [24] [25].
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Figure 2.3 Original Friction Stir Channeling Concept and New Concept [18]

2.2 FSC Tests Performed
2.2.1 Microhardness Test
Microhardness measurements are performed to understand the materials ability to resist
deformation. This is directly correlated to the tensile strength of metallic materials. Microhardness
measurements assist in understanding the mechanical properties of the material. In FSC,
microhardness measurements are useful for understanding the change in mechanical properties of
the processed material as well as the effected surrounding material.

2.2.2 Leak Test
Leak tests are performed with the inert gas helium. Helium is used due to its atomic structure
having the smallest radius. This ensures the smallest possible leaks are detected. Tests are
performed by pumping helium into the FSC channel at a specific pressure. Two methods are
commonly used for leak detection. First, a helium detector is used to sniff for helium and provide a
leak flow rate. This allows for direct comparison of results from multiple channels. The second and
more primitive method is to submerge the sample in water [18]. Submerging the sample in water,
results in the production of bubbles when leak tests are conducted. This method is easier for
pinpointing leak locations, but otherwise provide very little information on the leak flow rate.

2.2.3 Internal Pressure Test
Internal pressure tests are performed by pumping water or hydraulic fluid into the channel with a
hydraulic pump. Internal pressure tests are performed to understand and test the integrity of the
channel. This information is crucial for the verification that a FSC channel can withstand pressures,
above standard operating pressures, without sustaining damage or displaying signs of leakage. By
testing multiple channels a strength threshold can be determined as well as a general value for the
percentage of successful channels formed to defective channels. Two values are recorded during
internal pressure tests, leak pressure and burst pressure. Leak pressure is the minimum pressure
required for the channel to start leaking. Burst pressure is the ultimate failure pressure. Both are
critical values for the operational limits of FSC channels. Ideally, leak pressure would occur far
below the ultimate failure pressure to avoid catastrophic failure, resulting in damage or injury.

2.2.4 Uniaxial Tensile Test
Uniaxial tensile tests are performed to understand the mechanical properties of the processed zones
including the Young modulus, yield tensile strength, ultimate tensile strength and elongation to
failure. FSC tensile specimens are produced out of the channel ceiling and base material to
understand and compare the mechanical properties of the material and the effect of channeling on
material properties [18]. Tensile tests can be performed at reduced, room or elevated temperatures
to understand the mechanical properties of the processed material under operating and extreme
conditions.
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2.2.5 Four Point Bending Test
Four point bending tests are performed to understand the mechanical strength of the material. In
FSC, samples are placed upside down so the stress is induced in the channel ceiling [18]. Four
point bending tests are useful for determining the strength of a material over a large area. Four
point bending provides a more accurate measurement than three point bending due to the increased
effective area allowing for a higher potential that the material could possess a defect, resulting in
the reduction of strength. Four point bending tests can be performed at reduced, room and elevated
temperatures to understand the mechanical properties of the processed material under operating and
extreme conditions.

2.2.6 Fatigue Test
Fatigue tests are performed to further understand the strength and durability of the FSC channel.
Fatigue tests can be performed with internal pressure, tensile and four point bending tests. Fatigue
testing provides a cycle life of the channel allowing for the determination of a FSC channels
working life under specific operating conditions.

2.3 Effect of Processing Parameters and Tool Geometry on FSC
Several studies have been performed analyzing the effect of processing parameters and probe
geometry on channel formation. Processing parameters include, but are not limited to, TRS, TTS
and clearance between the shoulder and the workpiece. No studies were found regarding the effect
of shoulder geometry on channel production.

Table 2.1 contains the material selection and thickness utilized for previous experimentation,
qualification and characterization of FSC channels and processing parameters.

Table 2.1 Materials Utilized in FSC Technologies

Material Thickness (mm) References
AA6061-T6 5 [17] [26]

AA6061) 10 [19]
AA5083* 10 [20] [27]

AA7178-T6 13 [28] [29]
AA5083-H111 15 [18] [22] [23] [24] [25]

2.3.1 Original FSC
Balasubramanian et al. has established and demonstrated the ability to produce internal Conformal
Cooling Channels (CCC) with any path in 5mm thick, monolithic plates of AA6061-T6 (Table 2.1)
[17]. In this study, three cylindrical probes with different Left Hand Thread (LHT) geometries
(Table 2.2) and a 16mm diameter shoulder were utilized. All Tests Utilized a 1mm shoulder offset.

Table 2.2 Probe Characteristics [17]

Tool
ID

Diameter
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Thread
Profile

Pitch
(mm)

Thread
Angle

Thread Depth
(mm)

1 5 4 LHT 1.25 60 0.4
2 5 4 LHT 1.25 60 1.0
3 5 4 LHT 1.25 75 1.6

) Alloy Treatment Not Specified
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The authors found that it is possible to control the shape and size of the channel by manipulating
the processing parameters and probe geometry. Figure 2.4 depicts the effect the authors observed
when altering the Heat Index (HI) by manipulating the tool travel speed. The HI is defined as the
ratio  of  the  square  of  the  TRS  (ϖ in rpm) to the TTS (v in in/min) (Eq. 2.1). In this study, the
authors found that utilizing higher HI processing parameters produces a larger more well-structured
and stable channel.

Figure 2.4 Cross-Section Macrographs of Friction Stir Channels Produced with a TRS of
1100rpm and a TTS of a) 126.6mm/min and b) 177.6mm/min [17]

= ϖ        (2.1)

The size of the channel is directly proportional to the volume of viscoplasticized material extracted
from the processed zone. The volume of the material extracted is controlled by the tread profile on
the probe and the processing parameters. As seen in Figure 2.4, higher HI processing parameters
produce larger channels due to the increased TRS or decreased TTS and therefore, increased flow
of viscoplasticized material out of the processed zone. The thread profile of the probe also plays an
important role in the channel formation as can be seen in Figure 2.5. The thread profile combined
with the processing pitch drastically effects the extraction of viscoplasticized material from the
processed zone. Processing pitch is defined as the ratio of the TTS to the TRS (Eq. 2.2) or rather
the distance traveled per rotation.

Figure 2.5 Variation of Channel Area with the Process Pitch for Three Different Tools [17]

	 ℎ	[ ]⁄ = [ ⁄ ]
ϖ[ ⁄ ]

           (2.2)
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Analysis of Figure 2.5 and Table 2.2 indicates that the larger thread profile of tool 2 allows for the
production of channels with a larger cross-sectional area than that of tool 1 for all processing
pitches. No conclusion can be made regarding the effect of thread angle on channel production due
to the manipulation of multiple geometrical features of tool 3; including thread angle and thread
depth. Figure 2.6 shows the effect of processing parameters on channel formation. By observing
Figure 2.5, Eq. 2.2 and Figure 2.6 it is apparent that channels with larger areas are produced when
processing parameters that provide a larger processing pitch and lower HI are applied. Analyzing
Figure 2.6 reveals a unique characteristic of channel formation. With a larger plunge depth of the
probe, it is necessary to reduce the TTS and TRS in order to achieve the same area as channels
produced with a smaller plunge depth. This shows that by increasing the plunge depth, a
substantially larger channel can be produced, at the cost of channel production, by reducing TTS
and TRS. Reversely, reducing the tool plunge depth, allows for an increase in TTS and TRS, which
in turn, allows for an increase in channel production at the cost of channel size.

Figure 2.6 also shows that defective or open channels are produced under colder processing
conditions when the HI is lower and likely caused by the inadequate flow of material from the pin
to the shoulder. Discontinuous or blocked channels are produced under hotter processing
conditions when the HI is high. [17] It is evident that stable channel production can only be
sustained for a given range of TTS and TRS for each tool geometry.

Figure 2.6 Variation of Channel Area in Regards to TTS, TRS and Tool Plunge Depth
a) 2.8mm and b) 3.0mm for Tool 1, Numerical Values on Contour Lines Represent Area in

mm2 [17]

The authors also found that the stability of channels produced during curved paths is influenced by
the location of the Retreating Side (RS) and the Advancing Side (AS). It is evident from Figure 2.7
that producing curved channels with the AS on the inside curve produces a more uniform and
stable channel cross-sectional area over that produced with the AS on the outer curve. This is due
to a lower forging force when material flows from the inner curve to the outer curve. The forging
force is lower due to the large area for extracted material to flow out of on the outer curve. When
the flow is reversed and material flows from the outer curve (AS) to the inner curve (RS), the
forging force of the shoulder is higher, forcing the channel to become smaller or closed. The
forging force is greater due to the small area for material to flow out of on the inner curve. [17]
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Figure 2.7 Cross-Sections of the Channel at Different Locations Along the Curve with the
Advancing Side on (a) the Outer Curve and (b) the Inner Curve. ω Represents the Tool

Rotational Direction and v Represents the Travel Direction, Both Curves were Produced with
the Same Parameters [17].
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Vickers Hardness (HV) profiles were taken of the channel nugget for three different channels
created under different HI parameters. The authors failed to provide these parameters for the
hardness tests but they do present the HI number. It is apparent from Figure 2.8 that the hardness of
the channel nugget decreases due to the thermal cycle observed in FSP operations. This is
supported by findings by Mahoney et al. where softening of material in the weld nugget of FSW is
caused by the coarsening of strengthening precipitates [30].

Figure 2.8 Microhardness Profile across the Channel Nugget Processed by Tool 3 for
Different Heat Indexes [17]

Balasubramanian et al. performed another study to understand the effect of processing forces
during channel production [26]. In this study, three cylindrical probes with different thread
geometries (Table 2.3) and a 16mm diameter shoulder were utilized. Four different processing
parameter conditions were applied to each tool (Table 2.4). A shoulder offset of 0.8mm was
utilized for all tests.

Table 2.3 Probe Characteristics [26]

Tool
ID

Diameter
(mm)

Length
(mm)

Thread
Profile

Pitch
(mm)

Thread
Angle

Thread Depth
(mm)

FSC11 5 4 LHT 1.25 60 0.2
FSC12 5 4 LHT 1.25 60 0.5
FSC13 5 4 LHT 1.25 75 0.8

Table 2.4 Processing Parameter Conditions [26]

Process ID Tool Rotational Speed (rpm) Tool Travel Speed (mm/min)
1 1100 130.2
2 1100 177.6
3 1200 130.2
4 1200 177.6

This study affirms the previous study in that the processing parameters and the probe geometry are
equally important in the formation of FS Channels. Table 2.5 shows the channel shape and size
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created by each probe for every processing condition. The authors fail to describe why processing
conditions changed during channeling operations from those in Table 2.4 to Table 2.5.

Table 2.5 Macrographs of FSC Channels Produced with Different Processing Parameter
Conditions, the Number Indicates Channel Area in mm2 [26]

Tool
ID

TRS 1100 rpm TRS 1100 rpm TRS 1200 rpm TRS 1200 rpm
TTS 126.6 mm/min TTS 177.6 mm/min TTS 126.6 mm/min TTS 177.6 mm/min

FSC11

FSC12

FSC13

Comparing the channel areas to the HI, reveals that a larger channel is produced at a higher HI for
probe FSC11 as seen in Table 2.5 and Figure 2.9 [26] and is consistent with the first study by
Balasubramanian et al. [17]. However, the channel area to HI trend for probes FSC11 and FSC12 is
not consistent and therefore, no direct conclusion can be made. A distinct and recognizable trend
can be made for probe FSC13 (Figure 2.9), where larger channels are produced during low HI
processing conditions. Probe FSC12 has a similar trend line to probe FSC13 with only a single
outlying data point. This suggests that probes with a larger thread profile, produce larger and more
stable channels at lower HI processing conditions while probes with a smaller thread profile,
produce larger and more stable channels at higher HI processing conditions.

Figure 2.9 Variation of Channel Area with the HI for Three Different Tools [26]

Balasubramanian et al. discusses how the net force acting on the probe effects the formation of the
channel [26]. The authors state that when channels are produced in the nugget region, the net
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resultant force is located on the trailing edge of the tool. This is caused by material flow from the
bottom of the probe, along the leading edge of the tool, to the shoulder, which applies a forging
effect, forcing material back into the void left on the trailing edge by the probe, effectively forming
the channel ceiling. The flow of material into the void behind the probe and the forging force acting
on the material applies a force to the probe from the zone between the RS and trailing edge. As a
result, the net force moves from the RS to the AS of the tool. The shift in net force from the RS to
the AS happens for conditions with a higher HI and as a result, the channel area is decreased
(Figure 2.9). When processing conditions produce a higher HI, the net forces tend to be lower due
to the preheating and softening effect acted on the material ahead of the probe [26].

Partially formed channels are created when there is an insufficient flow of material from the probe
to the shoulder. This effect can be observed in Table 2.5 for probe FSC11 compared to FSC12 and
FSC13. The material flow volume is limited to the probe geometry and in the case of FSC11,
insufficient flow due to small thread geometry caused the formation of partial channels. [26]

2.3.2 MFSC
A study performed and presented by Rashidi et al. indicated an increase in channel stability with
the use of a non-threaded, cylindrical probe and a tilt angle [19]. The details of the tool geometry
and processing parameters are presented in Table 2.6. The material chosen for this study was
AA6061 with a thickness of 10mm (Table 2.1). A shoulder offset of 0.65mm was utilized.

Table 2.6 MFSC Probe Characteristics and Processing Parameters [19]

Probe Diameter
(mm)

Probe Length
(mm)

Shoulder
Diameter (mm)

Tool Rotational
Speed (rpm)

Tool Travel Speed
(mm/min)

8 7.8 25 1000 25

Due to the smooth geometrical feature of the probe, a reduction in material flow is observed. To
accommodate for this, a higher TRS and slower TTS were utilized, resulting in a much higher HI,
compared to that of the original FSC technique. This results in a more viscus material condition
and allows for a constant flow of material out of the processed zone. The production of stable
channels with a non-threaded probe at high HI conditions supports the theory presented by
Balasubramanian et al. [26].

In order to understand the material flow during the MFSC process, Rashidi et al. performed another
study using the broken probe technique [27]. The broken probe technique is performed by utilizing
a weakened probe, at the probe-shoulder interface, to ensure that the probe breaks during channel
production. For this study, a smooth cylindrical probe with the same dimensions (Table 2.6) as the
MFSC method was utilized. The processing parameters for this study can be seen in Table 2.7. The
material chosen for this study was AA5083 with a thickness of 10mm (Table 2.1).

Table 2.7 Processing Conditions for Broken Probe MFSC Technique [27]

Tool Rotational Speed (rpm) 630 800
Tool Travel Speed (mm/min) 31.5 12

HI 12,600 53,333.3

Channels produced with the MFSC method are more rectangular in appearance (Figure 2.10) than
the channels produced with the original FSC method. MFSC introduces a new region labeled R and
termed “Remaining Region”, located on the RS side of the channel. This region comprises
approximately 25% of the probe diameter with a TRS of 800rpm and a TTS of 12mm/min. The
formation of the new region allows for the control of channel formation with a relationship
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between tool diameter and the channel size. The formation of this remaining region is caused by an
insufficient flow of viscoplasticized material as presented in the original FSC model (Table 2.5).

Figure 2.10 Macrograph of Channel Produced by MFSC with a TRS of 800rpm and a TTS of
12mm/min [27]

Another study performed by Rashidi et al. compared the effects of tool pin geometry on MFSC
[20]. The material chosen for this study was AA5083 with a thickness of 10mm (Table 2.1). In this
study a smooth, 5° Upwards Conical Probe (UCP) was compared to the cylindrical probe
previously utilized for MFSC. A tilt angle of 3° was applied to the cylindrical probe but no tilt
angle was applied to the UCP. Results showed that the UCP improved flow characteristics at the
channel roof and increased channel size and stability.

2.3.3 New FSC
Vidal et al. performed a study of the new FSC process on AA7178-T6 plate with a thickness of
13mm (Table 2.1). The processing parameters for this study are presented in Table 2.8. A modular
tool setup, with a conical probe and flat shoulder, was utilized for all channels. The conical probe
had a 5mm bottom diameter and LHT along its length. The shoulder contained two 360° spiraling
scrolls with inner and outer diameters of 9mm and 20mm, respectively. The tool was plunged
5.5mm deep into the plate with no gap between the shoulder and the surface of the plate. No tilt
angle was applied to the tool. [28] [29]

Table 2.8 Processing Parameters for New FSC Method [28] [29]

Condition Symbol Tool Rotational Speed (rpm) Tool Travel Speed (mm/min)
A 600 80
B 600 150
C 800 80
D 800 150

Vidal et al. observed the same phenomenon as studies performed by Balasubramanian et al. The
authors demonstrate the ability to produce large stable channels at lower HI parameters than the
previous studies. They also show that larger channels are produced at lower HI parameters than at
high HI parameters. This is evident by comparing Table 2.8 and Table 2.9. Figure 2.11 shows that
the stability of the channel decreases as the HI increases. However, comparing processing
conditions A and D in Table 2.8 the HI for these conditions are roughly the same. When comparing
the channel area of these conditions it is apparent that condition A is larger than condition D (Table
2.9). It can be seen in Figure 2.11 that the channel stability and roughness is far superior for
condition A than condition D. This suggests that utilizing a low HI is not enough to ensure superior
and optimal channel formation. It is equally important and necessary to choose the appropriate
processing parameters that provide the lower HI necessary for optimal channel formation. Figure
2.11 and Table 2.9 also shows that condition B is superior to A by comparing the channel area and
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overall geometrical stability of the channel. This study supports the theory presented by
Balasubramanian et al. in that probes with large thread profiles produce larger and more stable
channels at lower HI processing conditions.

Table 2.9 Channel Measurements for Processing Conditions (Table 2.8), Detailed in Figure
2.11 [28] [29]

Condition Symbol Channel Area (mm2) Ceiling Thickness (mm) AS Angle (°)
A 13.49 2.5 13
B 14.01 2.3 12
C 12.75 3.1 13
D 12.88 2.8 14

Figure 2.11 Channels Produced for Each Condition (Table 2.8) [28]

The channels produced in this study possess a more parallelogram like shape rather than a
rectangular or ovular shape as observed in previous studies (Figure 2.11). Figure 2.12 shows the
roughness of the channels produced for each processing condition. It is apparent that the AS and
the channel bottom is rather smooth with minimal roughness for all processing conditions. The RS
and the channel ceiling on the other hand are rough for all processing conditions. The roughness of
the RS is consistent throughout all processing conditions (Figure 2.12a). The roughness of the
channel ceiling varies drastically depending on processing conditions. It can be observed that the
channel ceiling roughness is smaller for lower TRS than the channel ceiling roughness for higher
TRS (Figure 2.11) and (Figure 2.12b). The increased roughness for processing conditions with high
TRS is caused by the increased rotational speed, the speed of material being deposited and the
more aggressive deposit of material in the processed zone.
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a)   b)
Figure 2.12 Macrographs Showing Roughness of Channels a) RS and Channel Bottom, b) AS

and Channel Ceiling for Each Condition (Table 2.8) [28]

Internal pressure tests were performed on straight channels produced for conditions A and C (Table
2.9). All specimens were subjected to a pressure of 100bar using an oil pressing machine. Channels
produced with processing condition A, reached a pressure of 20bar before leaking occurred in three
locations on the advancing side of the channel ceiling. Channels produced with processing
condition C, reached a pressure of 40bar before leaking occurred in one locations in the center of
the channel ceiling. This shows that increasing TRS increases the minimum pressure to induce
leakage. This is supported by the observable thicker ceiling for processing condition C (Table 2.9).
[29]

Figure 2.13 shows the microhardness profile of channel zones for processing condition C (Table
2.9). It is observable that the hardness of the channel nugget is higher than other zones due to grain
refinement and in the thermo-mechanically affected zone (TMAZ) due to grain deformation.
However, the overall harness profile has decreased compared to the base material hardness of 194
HV05 and is consistent with finding by Balasubramanian et al. [17] and Mahoney et al. [30]. [28]

Figure 2.13 Microhardness Profile of FSC for Condition C (Table 2.8) [28]

Vidal performed another study of the new FSC process on AA5083-H111 plate with a thickness of
15mm (Table 2.1). Table 2.10 and Table 2.11 detail the tool geometries used throughout this study.
All probes were cylindrical with a diameter of 8mm and contained a flat bottom with a threaded
profile. All test utilized a probe protrusion of either 6 or 8mm. An outer diameter of 19mm was
utilized for all shoulders.
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Table 2.10 Probe Thread Profiles [18]

Probe ID H G I

Thread
Profile

Table 2.11 Shoulder Geometries [18]

Scroll
Profiles

Scroll
Pitch P=1 P=2 P=1 P=2

Shoulder
ID L N M O

Shoulder
Profile

In order to understand the effects of processing parameters on channel production several design
and analysis criteria had to be established. Vidal created a set of geometrical parameters for
comparing channels produced with different processing parameters. The specific geometrical
features used for analysis are represented in Figure 2.14.

Figure 2.14 Geometric Parameters for Channel Analysis [18]

Vidal tested different parameters in an attempt to understand the effect of each processing
parameter. The first thing tested was the vertical forging force enacted on the material during
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channel production. This test was performed utilizing probe G (Table 2.10) with a protrusion length
of 6mm and shoulder O (Table 2.11). A TRS of 1100rpm and a TTS of 50mm/min were chosen for
this test. [18]

It can be observed in Figure 2.15 that the channel produced with a higher forging force possesses a
larger area and smaller ceiling thickness. At the interface between the AS and the channel ceiling it
can be observed in Figure 2.15b that there is a consolidation defect. Vidal theorizes that the lower
forging force results in a lower heat input and therefore an insufficient material flow and a lack of
material bonding at this interface. It can also be observed that the forging force has an effect on the
formation of the RS geometry with a more stable and vertical wall produced under a higher forging
force. One unfavorable side effect of higher forging force is the inadequate removal of extracted
material forming excess flash deposits on the plate surface. There is also increased wear and
frictional stress enacted on the tool during processing with a higher forging force. [18]

a) b)
Figure 2.15 Channels Produced with a) 2kN Forging Force and b) 1.5kN Forging Force [18]

Vidal studied the effect of TRS on channel formation utilizing the superior 2kN forging force. This
test was performed utilizing probe G (Tab. 2.10) with a protrusion length of 6mm and shoulder L
(Table 2.11). A TTS of 50mm/min were chosen for all TRS tested. [18]

It is evident that lower TRS and lower HI values produce larger and more stable channels (Figure
2.16) (Figure 2.17). However, it is also evident that lower TRS produce void defects in the channel
ceiling. Vidal states that these voids are developed due to inadequate material flow caused by
insufficient heat input or insufficient forging force [18]. It can be observed that the formation of the
RS is more stable at lower TRS (Figure 2.16). Comparing the different channels produced at
different TRS shows that there is a larger heat input at higher TRS. This is evident by the increased
formation of recrystallized material in the channel bottom (Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.17 shows the channel area and geometrical parameter (a Figure 2.14) for each TRS. It is
evident that as the TRS increases the channel area decreases and subsequently the geometrical
parameter (a Figure 2.14) increase. This suggest that higher TRS increase the deposit of material in
the channel ceiling and the closure of the channel. This is supported by observing the processing
pitch (Eq. 2.2) and the study performed by Balasubramanian et al. (Figure 2.5). Figure 2.5 shows
that as the processing pitch increases so does the channel area. By increasing the TRS and
maintaining the same TTS, the processing pitch decreases, subsequently, closing the channel and
reducing the channel area.
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Figure 2.16 Channels Produced with a TTS of 50mm/min and a TRS of a) 900rpm,
b) 1100rpmand c) 1200rpm [18]

Figure 2.17 Effect on Channel Area and Geometrical Parameter (a – Ceiling Thickness
(Figure 2.14)) due to TRS [18]

In order to understand the effect of TRS on channel formation at higher TTS, another test was
performed. This test was performed utilizing probe G (Table 2.10) with a protrusion length of 6mm
and shoulder M (Table 2.11). A TTS of 100mm/min were chosen for all TRS tested. [18]

At higher TTS, it is observable that the bulge effect of the channel ceiling increases as TRS
increase (Figure 2.18). This is evident in channel produced at lower TTS (Figure 2.16). However,
the bulging effect is lower in channels produced at lower TTS. It is also evident that channel
stability is drastically higher at lower TRS and supports the findings at lower TTS. Figure 2.19
shows the effect on geometrical parameters (b – height of AS (Figure 2.14)) and (φ – ceiling angle
(Figure 2.14)) by TRS. It can be seen that the ceiling angle increases as TRS increase. It is also
evident that the height of the AS (b) increases as TRS increases. This is caused by the increased
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deposit of material on the retreating side of the ceiling as evident by the bulging effect observed in
Figure 2.18.

Figure 2.18 Channels Produced with a TTS of 100mm/min and a TRS of a) 900rpm,
b) 1000rpm, c) 1100rpm and d) 1200rpm [18]

Figure 2.19 Effect on Geometrical Parameters (b – Height of AS (Figure 2.14)) and (φ –
 Ceiling Angle (Figure 2.14)) due to TRS [18]

Vidal studied the effect of TTS on channel formation utilizing the superior 2kN forging force. This
test was performed utilizing probe G (Tab. 2.10) with a protrusion length of 6mm and shoulder L
(Tab. 2.11). A TRS of 1100rpm were chosen for all TTS tested. [18]

Analyzing Figure 2.20 shows that increasing the TTS for a set TRS has significant effect on
channel production. Comparing Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 reveals that the channel area increase
as the TTS is changed from 50mm/min to 80mm/min. However, the channel area decreases when
the TTS is increased form 80mm/min to 100mm/min. This supports the findings in the previous
study performed by Vidal et al. [28], in that producing channels with a lower HI is not enough to
create optimal channels. It is equally necessary to choose the appropriate processing parameters to
produce the correct HI for the tool geometry utilized. In this test the optimal parameters for the tool
geometry utilized is 1100rpm and 80mm/min. It is also evident from comparing Figure 2.18c and
Figure 2.20c for the same processing parameters, 1100rpm and 100mm/min, that the tool geometry
plays a large role in channel production. In this case, shoulder L produces a uniform material flow
resulting in a stable rectangular channel, while shoulder M produces an uneven material flow
resulting in an increased deposit of material on the RS of the channel ceiling.
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Figure 2.20 Channels Produced with a TRS of 1100rpm and a TTS of a) 50mm/min,
b) 80mm/min and c) 100mm/min [18]

Figure 2.21 Effect on Channel Area and Geometrical Parameter (a – Ceiling Thickness
(Figure 2.14)) due to TTS [18]

Effects of tool geometry on channel formation was also analyzed. Vidal stated that probe I failed to
produce any stable, defect free channels. It was also noted that probes G and H combined with
shoulder N produced stable channels. However, with this combination probe G produced nuggets
containing defects and a notch in the interface between the nugget and the TMAZ on the AS.
Comparing the channels produced (Figure 2.16) (Figure 2.18) (Figure 2.20) it is obvious that the
combination of probe and shoulder geometry is more important than the geometry of an individual
tool. Figure 2.22 supports this, where the channels were produced with shoulder M and probes G
and H. It can be observed that probe G produces channels with a jagged RS and a notched interface
on the RS and channel bottom. Probe H on the other hand produces channels with a smoother,
angled RS and a wave like pattern on the AS. Both channels produced are stable and continuous
but geometrically different. [18]
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Figure 2.22 Channels Produced with a TRS of 1100rpm, a TTS of 50mm/min and a Vertical
Force of 1.5kN a) Probe (G) and b) Probe (H) [18]

Vidal observed a unique defect in channels produced with a TRS of 400rpm and a TTS of
100mm/min utilizing probe G and shoulder N (Figure 2.23). Channels produced possessed a defect
in the interface between the AS nugget and the base material in the TMAZ. Vidal indicates that this
defect is caused by the increased material extraction rate, from the processed zone, combined with
an insufficient heat input and plastic material flow caused by the reduced TRS and the increased
TTS. [18]

Figure 2.23 Insufficient Bonding of AS Ceiling and Base Material under Polarized Light of an
Electrolytic Etched FSC Sample produced with Probe G and Shoulder N [18]

The microhardness of the AA5083-H111 base material, utilized by Vidal was 92HV05. It can be
observed in Figure 2.24, that the microhardness in the vicinity of the channel is lower than the base
material. The nugget possess the highest hardness while the TMAZ possess the lowest hardness.
The nugget region (Figure 2.25) experiences high heat and a high strain rate of deformation
inducing dynamic recrystallization in this zone. The refined grain structure results in a reduction of
hardness. [18]
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Figure 2.24 HV05 Microhardness Map of FSC Channel [18]

Figure 2.25 Identification of the Main Microstructural Zones of FSC. [18]

Vidal compared the average microhardness of the channel nugget and the minimum microhardness
of channels produced under different processing parameters (Figure 2.26 and Figure 2.27). In the
graphs, (Figure 2.26 and Figure 2.27) the minimum microhardness recorded for each set of
parameters is labeled RS or AS depending in which side of the channel the minimum value was
measured on. Figure 2.26 shows that TRS does not significantly influence the microhardness.
However, there is a slight fluctuation in the hardness at lower TRS. The curve fluctuates in a
sinusoidal manner and appears to approach convergence at a microhardness of 85HV05. Figure
2.27 shows that the microhardness increases with TTS from 50mm/min to 100mm/min and from
120mm/min to 170mm/min. However, the microhardness drops from 100mm/min to 120mm/min.
This suggests that a TTS of 120mm/min is a critical processing parameter.
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Figure 2.26 Microhardness Variation of Channels Produced at a TTS of 50mm/min and a
Vertical Force of 2kN, Using a 6mm-Length Tool Probe G and Shoulder M. [18]

Figure 2.27 Microhardness Variation of Channels Produced at a TRS of 900rpm and a
Vertical Force of 2kN, Using a 6mm-Length Tool Probe G and Shoulder M. [18]

Leak tests were performed by Vidal using helium at a pressure of 5bars. Samples were submerged
in water to allow for leak detection. Vidal observed that the only channel to not leak was the
channel produced with probe G, shoulder N, a TRS of 400rpm and a TTS of 100mm/min. Vidal
also subjected samples to internal pressure tests. Each sample was pressurized to 100bar, with leaks
observed from the channel ceiling on the AS at a pressure of 10bar for a sample produced with the
same conditions presented in the leak test. [18]

2.4 Tool Design
2.4.1 FSP Tool Categorization
FSP tools can be categorized into two main groups; single body tools and modular tools [31]. The
single body tool (Figure 2.28) is a singular component comprised of the probe, shoulder and body.
Singular body tools are used in industry where precise and technological operating parameters have
been established. Each tool is designed and manufactured for a specific weld material and thickness
to establish and maintain a highly precise and accurate weld. The single body component allows for
better cooling properties and the absence of assembly time. However, this does not allow for
adjustability and when the tool experiences significant wear, damage or the probe breaks, the entire
component is replaced. [18]
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Figure 2.28 Single Body Friction Stir Tool [18]

The modular tool (Figure 2.29) is a multicomponent assembly of the probe, shoulder, body, seals
and fasteners. The modular component is used primarily during the development of processing
parameters and for research purposes in order to allow for adjustability and adaptability of the tool.
Due to design characteristics of such tools, tool components can be interchanged, allowing for
different variations of tooling, probe protrusion length can be fine-tuned and components can be
easily replaced when worn or damaged. Furthermore, the modular tool allows the shoulder and
probe to be manufactured using different materials. [18] [31]

Figure 2.29 Modular Friction Stir Tool [18]

Tool geometry, concerning probe and shoulder design, has drastic effects on FSP technologies.
Tool geometry is responsible for the frictional heat generation rate, transverse forces and stresses,
torque, and thermo-mechanical properties experienced by the tool [18]. The flow of
viscoplasticized material is dictated by the processing parameters TRS and TTS in combination
with tool geometry.

2.4.2 Shoulder Design
There are three standard shoulder profiles utilized for FSP technologies, flat, concave and convex
(Figure 2.30). The flat shoulder is the simplest design; however, the flat shoulder is not effective at
trapping material between itself and the workpiece resulting in the formation of excess flash. The
concave shoulder was designed to correct the problems of the flat shoulder. The concave design
effectively traps material between itself and the workpiece, and has become the most common
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shoulder profile for FSP technologies. The concave shoulder utilizes a small angle (6-10°) from the
outer surface of the shoulder to the probe. The concavity of the shoulder acts as a reservoir for
extracted material, eliminating the formation of flash. To produce the proper forging force needed
and the proper flow of material to maintain the reservoir, a tilt angle of 1-3° away from the leading
edge, during travel, is required [31] [32]. A convex shoulder was tested at TWI but determined to
be unsuccessful because the convex shape pushes material away from the probe instead of pulling
material to it [31]. The convex shape presents a unique benefit in that the shoulder allows for a
variable processing surface area and a more stable force control due to this variation [18] [33] [34].
The convex shape also allows for constant contact with the material at any location on a path and
can accommodate differences in material thicknesses and flatness [35]. [31]

Figure 2.30 Standard Shoulder Profiles [31]

Shoulders can contain surface features to increase performance in material flow, friction, shear and
material deformation (Figure 2.31) [31]. These features can be applied to any shoulder profile
presented in Figure 2.30. The most common feature implemented is the scroll feature [18] [34].
The archetypal scrolled shoulder consists of a flat shoulder profile with a raised scroll spiraling
from the outer edge of the shoulder to the probe [31]. The shoulder can contain one or multiple
scrolls with the scrolls having any shape, size and path. The scrolls assist material flow from the
outer edge of the shoulder to the probe in FSW operations. The scrolls have the opposite effect
during FSC operations, with the scrolls assisting material flow away from the probe and detaching
the extracted material from the processed surface when utilizing the new FSC method.

Figure 2.31 Shoulder Profile Features [31]

A concave smooth shoulder experiences lift when welding at high speeds due to the accumulation
of material trapped in the reservoir under the shoulder. Applying a scroll feature to the concave
shoulder can reduce the lifting effect when welding at high speeds. The scroll feature also assists in
eliminating the undercut defect observed with the use of a concave shoulder. Frictional heating,
increased material mixing and reduction in flash formation are other benefits provided by the scroll
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feature. The addition of a scroll to the concave shoulder, allows for the elimination of tool tilt
during welding operations, allowing for a more complex and free welding path [32]. [31]
The addition of a scroll feature to the convex shoulder profile reduces the material displacement
away from the probe [35]. Cederqvist et al. found that a scrolled convex shoulder produced more
stable and higher quality welds with no defects and little flash over that of concave and flat
shoulders [36]. It was found that the scrolls improved surface quality of the weld but failed to
determine if this effects weld quality. The authors also observed a more uniform temperature
distribution during welding operations using the scrolled convex shoulder [36].

2.4.3 Probe Design
The probe is responsible for the stirring and mixing of material; and probe geometry drives and
dictates processing parameters [31]. In FSW, tool geometry is manipulated to maximize material
mixing and promote a general downward flow of material. In FSC, tool geometry is manipulated to
promote an upwards flow of material, forming the internal channel. Several methods for creating
this flow of material have been created and tested including a smooth cylindrical tool with a tilt
angle applied, a smooth upwards conical probe and cylindrical threaded probes. Figure 2.32 shows
the different probe geometries typically used for FSP operations.

Figure 2.32 FSP probes [31]

Two main end profiles exist for FSP probes, flat and round (Figure 2.32). The most common end
profile is the flat bottom due to the ease of manufacturing. However, the geometry of the flat
bottom causes high forces during plunging and high frictional tool wear. The rounded probe end
promotes the reduction of force during plunging and frictional tool wear allowing for prolonged
tool life [32]. The effects produced by the rounded probe are maximized when the radius is 75% of
the probe diameter. [31]

The two main probe profiles utilized for FSP operations are cylindrical and conical. The cylindrical
profile has the benefit of being easier to manufacture and has been widely used for FSW. The
conical profile increases the flow of material downwards due to its unique geometry. This
increased flow of material improves material mixing and weld quality. The tapered tool also
increases hydrostatic pressure during FSW, subsequently, improving weld quality. [31]
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Threaded profiles increase the shear stress on the material and promote a distinct mixing and
material flow. Other features like flats and flutes, increase material shear and local deformation.
This promotes an increased mixing of material and the breakdown of oxide layers effectively
increasing weld strength. These features perform as cutting edges, moving large amounts of
material and increasing processing temperatures. Material can often be trapped in these features,
for several revolutions of the tool, before being deposited behind the tool. This delay in material
deposit improves material mixing, oxide layer breakdown, and reduction or elimination of void
formations. [31] Elangovan et al. performed a study of five different probe geometries – smooth
cylindrical, threaded cylindrical, smooth tapered cylindrical, square and triangular – for the
welding of AA6061. It was found that the threaded cylindrical, triangular and square probes
produced sound and stable, defect free welds. Examination of the welds showed that the square
probe produced a finer grain structure in the weld nugget than that of the other probes.
Subsequently, the weld produced with the square probe exhibited higher strength and hardness than
the other welds. [37]

FSP tools are subject to high levels of friction, stress and wear. This can cause features within the
tool to be worn off and ultimately, failure of the tool can occur. A study performed by Prado et al.
showed the effects of wear on tools and weld quality. Welds were performed in 5mm thick
AA6061-T6 + 20%Al2O3 with tools possessing a diameter of 6.3mm and made of a 1/4 – 20, O-l
AISI oil hardened tool steel, screw nib heat treated to 62HRC. [38]

Figure 2.33 Evolution of Tool Due to Wear with a TRS of 1000rpm and TTS of a) 1mm/s,
b) 3mm/s, c) 6mm/s, d) 9mm/s , Weld Distance Noted in Meters [38]
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Prado et al. noted that for the same material and TRS, tool life is effected by TTS. Figure 2.33
depicts the wear of the tools after welding for different TTS. It can be observed that tool wear is
greater for slower TTS. Observations show that the tool wear is cylindrical in nature for higher
TTS and more conical in nature for lower TTS. It is evident that there is a direct correlation
between tool wear and TTS. A wear trend is also observable from lower TTS to higher TTS, with
the probes shape changing from conical to almost cylindrical. The authors found that the tools wear
stopped after being self-optimized by the aluminum plate. According to the authors, weld size
reduced as the tool wear increased but at no cost to the quality of weld produced. Iron erosion
particles were found deposited in the weld zone from the worn tools. [38]
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3 Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling Process

3.1 Fundamentals
Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling (HFSC) is a new concept to manufacture tailor-made, internal,
closed channels, with a weld joint between multiple components, in a single simultaneous action
(Figure 3.1a). HFSC is based on the same principle as many FSP methods where the processing of
metallic components is accomplished with a non-consumable, rotating tool. Friction between the
metallic component and the tool creates a visco-plastic flow of material within the solid state phase.
HFSC combines the benefits of FSW and FSC in a single stable process. With a precise and
dedicated design of the probe and shoulder, the material flow is controlled to mix and forge the
weld nugget at the interface between two or more components by the activation of solid-state
joining mechanisms in the processed zone. Simultaneously, an upward flow of material is produced
from the processed zone to the periphery, resulting in the formation of a channel. The shoulder
design assures the closing of the channel with the channel ceiling and the generation of detachable flash,
for any volume of material extracted. The HFSC process is controllable, repeatable and is able to
produce channels in a wide range of dimensions with a free and continuous path. The channels
themselves can have a constant or continuously variable cross-section, allowing for the
customizability of flow characteristics and strength properties. The HFSC channels have internal,
irregular surface finishes that increases the surface area, promotes turbulent flow even at low flow
velocities and thus improves heat transfer between the component and coolant; which allows for the
production of efficient heat transfer systems for thermal management applications. In addition,
HFSC does not require consumables or additional supporting chemicals in production, such as many
other alternative cutting techniques. Fumes and radiation are not generated, making HFSC a friendly
process for operators and the environment.

a)              b)
Figure 3.1 Concept of HFSC: a) HFSC Applied to 3 Overlapped Components Along a

Nonlinear Path; b) Schematic Representation of Alternative Joints for HFSC

The geometrical arrangement of multiple components in the joint can be designed in several
orientations, including an overlap joint, butt joint or a combination of the two as represented in
Figure 3.1b. The components can be of similar or dissimilar materials allowing for versatility,
customizability and a wide range of physical properties. The possibility to join multiple components
during channeling, allows the production of channeled structures from thin preforms. This allows the
HFSC concept to reduce material usage by eliminating excess material required for other
channeling techniques.

Concept of the HFSC tool is shown in Figure 3.2. The HFSC probe (1) having a welding section (3)
creates a push-down action to weld the workpieces underneath the channel, while the channeling section
(4) creates a push-up action of the processed material against the shoulder (2). The geometrical features
of tool shoulder (2) are kept in contact with the workpiece generating push-in (5) and push-out (6)
actions to seal the channel ceiling and extract a controllable amount of material as a flash. Therefore,
the processed surface is left at the same initial level as the metal component.
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Figure 3.2 Concept of the HFSC Tool Showing the Tool Probe (1) and Shoulder (2). The
Welding Section (3) of the Probe Causes Push-Down Action and Creates a Weld. The

Channeling Section (4) of the Probe Creates Material Flow Against the Shoulder (2) and
Forms the Channel. The Scrolled Feature of the Shoulder Forges (5) the Ceiling of the

Channel and Extracts (6) Part of the Material Flow as Detachable Flash.

3.2 Equipment for HFSC
HFSC tests were carried out on an ESAB LEGIO FSW 5UT machine. The LEGIO is a standard
and modular machine designed specifically for FSW. It is designed with a rigid framework for
strength, durability and high performance operations during heavy loading. As can be seen in
Figure 3.3 the machine has a table with a set hole pattern suitable for mounting clamping systems,
and a spindle head powered by a AC motor. The Spindle head is attached to a rigid cart that rides
along two sets of heavy duty linear bearings and is powered by two large ball screws providing
movement in the X and Y-axis. Vertical movement in the Z-axis is provided with the use of a
hydraulic cylinder capable of producing 100kN of force. The working range of the machine is
2000x400x200mm in the X, Y, and Z-axis respectively. The tilt angle can be manually set between
0° and +5° CCW by rotating the spindle head around the Y-axis. The machine is equipped with an
external liquid cooler providing internal cooling to the spindle head and FSP tool. The machine is
controlled with programmable logic controller technology and high accuracy drives. This allows
for high accuracy controls and finite adjustments to processing parameters. The controller has the
ability to control the Z-axis with either position or force control methods. All processing
parameters are adjusted and set using the control panel. The control system also allows for the
monitoring of processing parameters in real time such as forces in the X, Y and Z-axis, spindle
torque, position in the X, Y and Z-axis, welding speed and the rotational speed of the spindle.
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Figure 3.3 ESAB LEGIO FSW 5UT Machine

3.3 Experimental Setup
Initial channeling tests were carried out with unprocessed AA5083-H111 plates in 5mm and 8mm
thicknesses. These tests revealed one significant complication during the plunging operation of the
tool dubbed the “lifting effect” (Figure 3.4). A flow of viscoplasticized material away from the
probe and between the plates, when the probe reaches the interface between the plates, causes the
top plate to lift forming a gap at the interface (Figure 3.4). The lifting effect was corrected utilizing
three stainless steel, M5, torx, flat head, screws spaced 90° apart on three sides of the probe start
position (Figure 3.5) with a center-to-center distance of 15mm from probe start position.

Figure 3.4 Lifting Effect Observed During Initial Channeling Operations, Arrows Indicate
Material Bulging at Interface
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Figure 3.5 Solution for Eliminating Lifting Effect

After correcting the lifting effect, another complication presented itself concerning flash removal.
As the shoulder approaches the material surface during plunge operations, a flow of
viscoplasticized material is produced out of the plate and under the shoulder. This initial material is
subsequently displaced outwards as the shoulder comes into contact with the material (Figure 3.6a).
Due to the lack of horizontal movement, the displaced material is not detached and forms a deposit
of flash at the start of the channel. To correct this issue a predrilled, 8mm hole was implemented at
the probe start position (Figure 3.7) to eliminate the volume of material being displaced during
plunging operations (Figure 3.6b).

a) b)
Figure 3.6 Flash Formation during Plunge with Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) a) Before and

b) After Drilling Starting Hole

Figure 3.7 Predrilled Hole to Eliminate Flash Formation During Plunging Operations
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All plates were paired together prior to processing to ensure proper fit and function. Paired plates
were aligned and clamped to a table to prevent misalignment. Hole locations were measured,
marked, punched and drilled. Screw holes were drilled with the plates clamped together to ensure
proper fit after finishing. Clearance holes and counter sinks were create in the 5mm plates after the
initial tapping hole was drilled through both plates. After machining, each plate was cleaned with
acetone prior to fastening them together. Assembled plates were clamped to the ESAB work
surface using six clamps, three per side (Figure 3.8).

Figure 3.8 Clamping System for HFSC

3.4 Geometrical Channel Characterization
To compare channels produced by HFSC and to understand the effects of processing parameters on
channel geometry, many geometric parameters were established (Figure 3.9). Parameters a, b, c and
φ were  chosen  based  on  a  study  performed  by  Vidal  [18]  to  allow  for  a  direct  comparison  of
results. Other parameters were chosen to greater characterize channels produced. Parameters x and
y are the most critical for HFSC channels due to the nature of channel formation. Parameter y is the
effective channel ceiling thickness and x is the effective weld thickness. Due to the nature of
material flow during channel production, the critical zones are always on the advancing side. All
dimensions were measured using imaging processing and SolidWorks, by placing a picture of the
channel in a sketch, applying the appropriate scale and then measuring the channel.

Figure 3.9 Geometric Dimensions for Channel Analysis
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4 Tool Design
Tool design, in combination with proper processing parameters, is a crucial aspect of FSP
technologies. Tool design is responsible for creating the frictional heating and promoting the
distinct viscoplasticized material flows observed during operation. Inadequate tool design will fail
to produce closed and continuous channels regardless of the processing parameters. However, a
tool with the perfect geometry will also fail to produce closed and continuous channels with
improper processing parameters.

4.1 Probe Concept Development
Probe design is crucial to the channel formation and joining of multiple components during the
HFSC process. The probe is responsible for the frictional heating, shear deformation and mixing of
the viscoplasticized material in the third body region. The probe geometry is responsible for
creating a flow of material from the processed zone to the shoulder and for creating a mixing and
forging effect in the weld zone.

HFSC probes are specifically designed to function as a channeling probe while also performing
necessary welding functions. This is accomplished by applying a welding probe profile to the tip of
a standard FSC probe as represented in Figure 4.1. The diameter of the probes is 10mm. The
welding tip is created using a tapered LHT with a pitch of 1.25mm and a thread depth of 0.32mm
(Table 4.1). The channeling body is created using a Right Hand Thread (RHT) with a pitch of 4mm
and a thread depth of 1mm (Table 4.1). When rotated Clockwise (CW), the HFSC probe induces
two distinct material flow characteristics during channeling. First, the welding tip produces a
downward flow of viscoplasticized material while also creating a rotational mixing flow effectively
bonding two components together. Second, the channeling body induces an upward flow of
viscoplasticized material out of the processing zone to the shoulder.

a) b)
Figure 4.1 5mm Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling Probe a) Macro View of Entire Probe;

b) Detailed View of Welding Tip
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Table 4.1 Thread Profiles for HFSC Probes

Channeling Thread Profile Welding Thread Profile

Three distinct probe models were created and manufactured by adjusting the length of the welding
tip to 3mm, 4mm or 5mm lengths (Figure 4.2). Changing the length of the welding tip provides
different levels of flexibility in the tool set up concerning probe protrusion length and in the
performance of the tool during channeling. Too small of a welding tip will result in an inadequate
weld nugget and low flexibility in tool setup. Too large of a welding tip will result in excess
bending forces on the tool during operation and an oversized welding nugget. However, a larger
welding tip provides more flexibility in tool setup.

a)           b)           c)
Figure 4.2 Hybrid Friction Stir Channeling Probes a) 3mm; b) 4mm; c) 5mm

Probes were made out of AISI H13 tool steel from Uddeholm. The Uddeholm Orvar Supreme
(UOS) was chosen as the grade of H13 to be used for tooling production due to the mechanical
properties and attributes of the steel grade. UOS has a high resistance to thermal shock and thermal
fatigue, good high temperature strength, excellent toughness and ductility, good machinability,
excellent through-hardening properties and good dimensional stability during hardening [39]. As
recommended by the UOS data sheet, all probes were heat treated to 50 HRC for optimal wear
resistant properties. The chemical makeup of UOS H13 is presented in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2 Material Composition of Tools [39]

C Si Mn Cr Mo V
(UOS) AISI H13 0.39 1 0.4 5.2 1.4 0.9
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All HFSC probes were successful in producing an internal closed channel and a weld in aluminum
plates. To understand the differences in performance of each of the probes, the weld nugget was
examined (Figure 4.3). All three probes produced defect free welds. Observing Figure 4.3a reveals
that the effective thickness (x – Figure 3.9) of the weld nugget above the interface zone is quite
small and was measured to be 0.73mm thick. The effective thickness x of the weld nugget above
the interface zone for the 4mm (Figure 4.3b) and 5mm (Figure 4.3c) probes was 2.05mm and
1.17mm respectively. This shows that the 4mm probe produced a stronger weld than the other
probes. However, The thickness of the weld nugget above the interface zone for the 3mm and 5mm
probes could be increased by decreasing the probe plunge depth. The 4mm probe was determined
to be the superior probe due to a large weld nugget allowing for more adjustability and flexibility
than the 3mm probe while also reducing the magnitude of the forces exerted on the probe during
channeling operations compared to the 5mm probe.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 4.3 Channels Produced with a) 3mm, b) 4mm and c) 5mm Probe with a TRS of

300rpm and a TTS of 90mm/min, all Samples Etched with 10% HF Acid
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Along with the production of stable welds, all three probes produced unstable welds as well. The
main defect phenomenon observed was the “hook effect” on the advancing side of the weld at the
interface zone (Figure 4.4). This “hook effect” is produced due to insufficient mixing of material
where the interface zone is not properly stirred and destroyed. As a result, the interface zone is
pushed upwards in a reverse flow to the channel bottom. Due to the lack of mixing, the interface
zone in the “hook effect” is not properly bonded resulting in a weak joint, which is prone to leakage
and failure.

Figure 4.4 Hook Effect Observed in Weld Nugget/Interface Zone on AS, Etched with 10%
HF Acid

To eliminate this “hook effect” phenomenon, a new probe design was considered. For this design a
4mm welding tip was utilized based on the findings presented previously regarding the weld
quality produced by the three HFSC probes. The new design (Figure 4.5) reduced the overall
diameter of the welding tip by 2mm to incorporate a 1mm shoulder at the interface between the
channeling section and the welding tip of the probe. The shoulder was designed to increase the
forging effect of the probe on the weld, in order to reduce the reverse flow of material, effectively
eliminating the lifting effect. The shoulder was also designed to reduce the tilt in the channel
bottom produced by the HFSC probes.

a)   b)
Figure 4.5 Modified HFSC Probe with Added Shoulder Feature to Increase Forging Force in

Weld Nugget

Channels produced by the modified HFSC probe (Figure 4.6) contained a unique feature not found
in other HFSC channels. The channel bottom has a unique step on both the AS and the RS. The
nature  of  material  flow  from  the  AS  to  the  RS  results  in  a  larger  step  on  the  AS  than  the  RS
consistent with material buildup on the RS. Despite the formation of the step in the channel bottom,
the addition of a shoulder above the welding tip effectively eliminated the hook effect but created
other issues. The effective thickness of the weld nugget (x – Figure 3.9) above the interface zone
for conditions a) and b) (Figure 4.6) were 0.6mm and 0.74mm respectively. This thickness is
comparable to the thickness produced by the 3mm HFSC probe but is far inferior to the joints
produced by the 4mm HFSC probe. Despite the reduced effective weld nugget thickness, the
modified HFSC probe is more consistent and reliable in regards to the elimination of the hook
effect. The modified HFSC probe effectively eliminated the tilt in the channel bottom except where
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the step occurs. The modified HFSC probe also introduces an increased deposit of material on the
RS  termed  the  “remaining region [27]” reducing channel stability with regards to shape and
increases channel surface area.

a)           b)
Figure 4.6 Channels Produced with Modified HFSC Probe at a a) TRS of 300rpm and a TTS

of 90mm/min and b) TRS of 400rpm and a TTS of 120mm/min

Based on channel geometric features, channel stability, the size of the effective weld thickness and
the forces acting on the probe, the optimal probe design is the 4mm HFSC probe.

4.2 Shoulder Concept Development
Shoulder geometry is crucial to the channel formation and flash removal during the HFSC process.
The shoulder is responsible for forging the viscoplasticized material extracted by the probe down
into the top of the channel forming the channel ceiling as well as to remove a specific amount of
material in the form of detached flash. By creating detached flash, the processed surface is left at
the initial level of the metallic component.

An already existing shoulder with an outer diameter of 24mm was chosen and utilized as the
control for the development of all new shoulders, in order to have a reference point for quality,
performance and design criteria. All developed shoulders possess an outer diameter of 22mm. The
shoulders are named, described and depicted in Table 4.4. The shoulder names can be understood
in Table 4.3. All Shoulders were made out of the same UOS H13 steel and underwent the same
heat treatment as the probes. In order to evaluate the performance of the shoulders on channel
production, several assessment criteria were established.

Assessment Criteria for Shoulder Performance
1. Channel is closed and continuous.
2. Flash is removed and processed surface is left at initial level.
3. Channel cross-section is stable in regards to shape and size.
4. Channel quality is constant and stable concerning surface roughness.

Table 4.3 Shoulder Name Breakdown

+ Positive Scroll
- Negative Groove
# Number of Scrolls or Grooves
IN Moves Material Towards Probe
OUT Moves Material Away From Probe
# Angle of Scroll or Groove from Probe to Outside of Shoulder
B Beveled Edge
# Angle of Bevel
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Table 4.4 Shoulder Characterization and Description

Shoulder Shoulder Characteristics Picture of Shoulder Profile

Control
+1OUT80

• Single, small scroll, 1mm high with 140° of
CW rotation.
• Flat portion of the scroll is 1mm wide with a
tapered section extending from the leading
edge.
• Scroll proceeds from a single point and
widens to as it rotates until it reaches the outer
surface of the shoulder.
• Leading edge of the scroll contacts the outer
surface of the shoulder after 80° of rotation
while the entire scroll rotates 140°.
•  Outer edge of shoulder is chamfered 1mm at
45°

Flat

• Flat shoulder with no scrolls or internal
grooves.
• Flat has an outer diameter of 22mm
• Outer edge of shoulder is chamfered 1mm at
45°

+1OUT180
-1IN360

• Single, large scroll, 1mm in height, with 180°
of CW rotation, covering 50% of the shoulder
with 50% of the scroll being flat and the other
50% tapering from the top of the scroll to the
shoulder base.
• Scroll never reaches the outer surface of the
shoulder leaving a 0.5mm shelf between the
outside of the scroll and the edge of the
shoulder. Outer edge has a 1.5mm chamfer at
45°
• Internal CCW spiraling grove 2mm in width
and 1mm deep with a half circle profile,
radiating out from the probe hole and
tangential to the inner surface of the scroll with
a total rotation of 360°
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Shoulder Shoulder Characteristics Picture of Shoulder Profile

+1OUT90
-1IN300

• Single, large scroll, 1mm in height, with 180°
of CW rotation, covering 50% of the shoulder
with 50% of the scroll being flat and the other
50% tapering from the top of the scroll to the
shoulder base.
• Scroll reaches the outer surface of the
shoulder after 90° of rotation at the point when
the flat of the scroll terminates and the taper
starts.
• Internal CCW spiraling grove 2mm in width
and 1mm deep with a half circle profile,
radiating out from the probe hole and
tangential to the inner surface of the scroll with
a total rotation of 300°.

+1OUT300
+1IN90

-1OUT445

• Single, large, internal, spiraling CW groove
2mm wide and 1mm deep, with a half circle
profile, proceeding from the 10mm probe hole
to the outer edge of the shoulder.
• Internal groove completely cuts through outer
surface of the shoulder after 445° degrees of
rotation.
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Shoulder Shoulder Characteristics Picture of Shoulder Profile

+1OUT300

•  Single,  large  scroll,  1mm  high  with  300°  of
CW rotation, is concentric and tangential to the
10mm probe hole.
• Flat section of scroll proceeds from a single
point and widens to 4mm as it rotates. Scroll
reaches full width after 210° of rotation at the
point where the flat portion ends and the
tapered portion begins. Tapered portion rotates
90°.
• Scroll never reaches the outer surface of the
shoulder leaving a 0.5mm shelf between the
outside of the scroll and the edge of the
shoulder
• Outer edge of shoulder is chamfered 1mm at
45°

+1OUT120
B5

•  Single,  large  scroll,  1mm  high  with  270°  of
CW rotation is concentric and tangential to the
10mm probe hole.
• Top of scroll is angled downwards towards
the leading edge of the scroll at a 5° angle.
Angled portion proceeds from a single point
and proceeds 170° CW.
• Scroll proceeds from a single point and
widens to as it rotates until it reaches the outer
surface of the shoulder. Leading edge of scroll
contacts the outer surface of the shoulder after
120° of rotation

+2OUT70

• Two, small, symmetrical scrolls, 1mm high,
located at 180° from each other.
• Flat portion of the scrolls is 1mm wide with a
tapered section extending from the leading
edge.
• Scroll proceeds from a single point and
widens to as it rotates until it reaches the outer
surface of the shoulder.
• Leading edge of the scroll contacts the outer
surface of the shoulder after 70° of rotation
while the entire scroll rotates 130°.

All channeling tests were conducted with a 3mm HFSC probe in AA5083-H111. Table 4.5 presents
the channel surfaces and cross-sections produced by each shoulder and 3mm HFSC probe. Other
supporting pictures of the surface quality of multiple channels produced with each shoulder can be
found in Appendix A.
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Control, +1OUT80
Channels produced with the control shoulder (Table 4.4) failed to meet the assessment criteria. The
channel ceiling was not continuous, with reoccurring holes, resulting in an open channel (Table
4.5). Extracted material was deposited on the processed surface behind and to the sides of the
shoulder, resulting in large flash buildup and a failure to leave the processed surface at the initial
level. The formation of holes in the channel ceiling were caused by a non-continuous flow of
material from the shoulder to the processed surface. Material was deposited in distinct layers with
material often sticking to the shoulder for multiple rotations. This results in material being
deposited at high speeds in large quantities at periodic intervals. The result of this is an extremely
high channel roughness with porosity in the channel ceiling. The flat part of the scroll is small,
resulting in a low forging effect reducing the consistency and quality of the channel ceiling. The
small scroll has low contact time with any given point in a single rotation producing a low quality
processed surface.

Flat
To ensure probe geometry was sufficient for producing internal closed channels, the original FSC
method was implemented with a flat shoulder (Table 4.4) and a small clearance between the
shoulder and the workpiece. Successful channels were produced with excess flash deposits
underneath and on the retreating side of the shoulder (Table 4.5). The large flash deposits were
created due to the lack of shear produced by the geometry in the flat shoulder. However, the flat
shoulder maintains constant contact with the processed surface producing a constant forging action.
This constant forging action effectively closes the channel and produces a high quality surface
finish. The channel produced with the flat shoulder was small with low roughness compared to the
control shoulder. However, the channel produced with the flat shoulder was stable and continuous.

+1OUT180/-1IN360
With the validation of a functional probe, shoulder geometry was then considered for testing and
development. A radically new and different shoulder design (+1OUT180/-1IN360) was created
(Table 4.4). The shoulder was designed to have an increased flat section of the scroll in an attempt
to increase both the contact area and the forging action of the scroll. This was accomplished by
increasing radial arc of the scroll so that the flat section would comprise 50% or 90° of the scroll
and the tapered section would comprise the other 50% or 90°. The tapered section is included to
reduce the amount of aluminum sticking to the shoulder, in low flow regions, behind the leading
edge of the scroll. The scroll never reaches the outside edge of the shoulder in an attempt to reduce
the speed at which the material is deposited in the channel ceiling and to increase the shear edge of
the shoulder. The increased shear edge of the scroll was designed to promote the detachment of the
flash from the processed surface. The internal groove was implemented in an attempt to control the
amount of material being extracted and to assist in the closing of the channel by pulling material
back towards the probe.

Channels produced with this shoulder were inconsistent. Some channels were produced that met all
of the assessment criteria while others failed to meet the second criteria, with deposits of flash left
on the processed surface. The flash formation deposited on the surface appears colder in nature
than that produced by the control and flat shoulder (Table 4.5). This indicates that the shoulder is
more effective at moving material out of the processed zone, while producing less frictional
heating, reducing the heat input into the system. Continuous channels were produced with stable
cross-sections and low roughness (Table 4.5). The channel was as stable as the channel produced
with the flat shoulder but with a larger cross-sectional area.

With the improved channel and flash formation produced with the (+1OUT180/-1IN360) shoulder,
further design, testing and understanding of shoulder geometry was conducted. Six different
shoulders with radically different and unique scrolls and grooves were designed and manufactured
concurrently for testing (Table 4.4).
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Table 4.5 Channel Surface and Cross-Section Produced with Each Shoulder and 3mm Probe

Shoulder Control
+1OUT80 Flat +1OUT180

-1IN360

Channel
Surface

Channel
Cross-
section

Shoulder +1OUT90
-1IN300

+1OUT300
+1IN90 -1OUT445

Channel
Surface

Channel
Cross-
section

Shoulder +1OUT300 +1OUT120
B5 +2OUT70

Channel
Surface

Channel
Cross-
section
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+1OUT90/-1IN300
Shoulder (+1OUT90/-1IN300) was designed as a hybrid between the control shoulder and shoulder
(+1OUT180/-1IN360) (Table 4.4). This shoulder was designed with the thought that it would
perform between the control shoulder and the (+1OUT180/-1IN360) shoulder. The goal was to
achieve a channel that was as consistent as the channel produced with the (+1OUT180/-1IN360)
shoulder but would maintain a larger profile like the one produced with the control shoulder.
Shoulder (+1OUT90/-1IN300) possesses a larger flat section that comprises 50% or 90° of the
scroll and the tapered section would comprise the other 50% or 90°. The tapered section is included
to reduce the amount of aluminum sticking to the shoulder, in low flow regions, behind the leading
edge of the scroll. The scroll contacts the shoulder after 90° of rotation resulting in a small shear
edge for material removal. The internal groove was implemented in an attempt to control the
amount of material being extracted and to assist in the closing of the channel by pulling material
back towards the probe.

Channels produced with this shoulder were inconsistent. Some channels were produced that met all
of the assessment criteria while others failed to meet the second criteria with deposits of flash left
on the processed surface. Flash was either removed leaving the processed surface at the initial level
or the flash was deposited on the sides of the channel in large quantities as presented in Table 4.5.
Continuous channels were produced with stable cross-sections and low roughness (Table 4.5). The
channels produced were larger than the channels produced by the (+1OUT180/-1IN360) shoulder
while maintaining the same channel stability. However, while flash formation was improved from
the control shoulder, the (+1OUT90/-1IN300) shoulder failed to remove flash as consistently as the
(+1OUT180/-1IN360) shoulder.

+1OUT300/+1IN90

Channels produced with this shoulder were consistent, except for a few outlying channels. The
majority of channel produced met all of the assessment criteria with a few channels leaving flash
deposits on the processed surface. Continuous channels were produced with stable cross-sections
and low roughness (Table 4.5). The channels produced were similarly sized to the channels
produced by the (+1OUT90/-1IN300) shoulder and maintaining the same channel stability.
Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) displayed a significant improvement at producing detached flash
over that of other shoulders tested.

-1OUT445
Shoulder (-1OUT445) was designed as hybrid between the flat shoulder and shoulder
(+1OUT180/-1IN360) (Table 4.4). The shoulder was designed to produce a similar forging force
produced by the flat shoulder by maintaining a large flat section. The internal groove spiraling
outwards was implemented to promote a flow of material to the periphery of the shoulder. The
groove effectively produces an increased flow of material to the periphery of the shoulder
compared to the flat shoulder. However, channels produced with this shoulder failed to meet the
assessment criteria with large amounts of flash deposited on the processed surface producing a
rough surface finish. Continuous channels were produced with stable cross-sections and low
roughness (Table 4.5). However, a slight decrease in stability on the ceiling at the retreating side
was observed for channels produced with shoulder (-1OUT445) (Table 4.5).

+1OUT300
Shoulder (+1OUT300) was designed as a modified version of shoulder (+1OUT180/-1IN360)
(Table 4.4). The shoulder was designed to produce similar characteristics as the
(+1OUT180/-1IN360) shoulder. The scroll starts from the probe hole and spirals 300° outwards.
Like the (+1OUT180/-1IN360) shoulder, the scroll never contact the outside of the shoulder in an
attempt to reduce the speed at which the material is deposited and to increase the shear edge of the
shoulder. The increased shear edge of the scroll was designed to promote the detachment of the
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flash from the processed surface. The scroll has a similar profile to the (+1OUT180/-1IN360)
shoulder with 210° of the scroll being flat and the other 90° being tapered. The tapered section is
included to reduce the amount of aluminum sticking to the shoulder, in low flow regions, after the
leading edge of the scroll.

Channels produced with this shoulder failed to meet the assessment criteria with large amounts of
flash deposited on the processed surface behind and to the sides of the shoulder, producing a rough
surface finish (Table 4.5). Continuous channels were produced with Shoulder (+1OUT300).
However, the channel cross-section was inconsistent with channels containing increased roughness
in the channel ceiling (Table 4.5). Stability of the channel was effected with large variation in
channel formation on the retreating side.

+1OUT120/B5
Shoulder (+1OUT120/B5) was designed as a modified hybrid of the (+1OUT300) shoulder and the
control shoulder (Table 4.4). The shoulder was produced to test the effect of applying an angled
edge to the scroll. The theory behind the scroll design was that it would act similarly to a knife
spreading butter on toast. The scroll has a similar profile to that of the (+1OUT300) shoulder but
contacts the outer edge of the shoulder after 120° of rotation. An angle of 5° towards the leading
edge of the scroll was applied to the top of the scroll. The angle was designed to increase the
forging action by promoting a downward force and inducing a downward flow of material. The
scroll spirals outwards inducing a secondary flow of material to the periphery of the shoulder.

Channels produced with this shoulder failed to meet the assessment criteria with large amounts of
flash deposited on the processed surface behind and to the sides of the shoulder (Table 4.5).
Despite the large deposit of material on the processed surface, the quality of flash produced was
superior to other shoulders. The deposited flash maintained a uniform thickness, with a relatively
stable and uniform width and a consistent surface finish. Continuous channels were produced with
shoulder (+1OUT120/B5). However, channel cross-section stability was inconsistent, with
channels ceilings having a large roughness (Table 4.5).

+2OUT70
Shoulder (+2OUT70) was designed as a modified version of the control shoulder (Table 4.4). The
shoulder was designed to improve the performance of the control shoulder and to obtain a better
understanding of the effects of multiple scrolls on channel formation. The scrolls have a similar
profile to the scroll on the control shoulder.  The scrolls start at the probe hole and radiate outwards
to the outside edge of the shoulder making contact after 70° of rotation. The scrolls are spaced 180°
apart and face the same direction during rotation. Each scroll contains a small 1mm wide flat
section at the leading edge of the scroll. Due to the small flat section of the scrolls, a small forging
force is produced.
Channels produced with the (+2OUT70) shoulder failed to meet the assessment criteria, with a
non-continuous channel ceiling contain reoccurring holes resulting in an open channel (Table 4.5).
Extracted material was deposited on the processed surface behind and to the sides of the shoulder,
resulting in large flash buildup and a failure to leave the processed surface at the initial level. The
formation of holes in the channel ceiling were caused by a non-continuous flow of material from
the shoulder to the processed surface. Material was deposited in distinct layers with material often
sticking to the shoulder for multiple rotations. This results in material being deposited at high
speeds in large quantities at periodic intervals. Channel roughness was improved from channels
produced by the control shoulder. The channel ceiling is far more stable (Table 4.5) suggesting that
the addition of a second scroll improved the heat input and forging effect produced by the shoulder.

The results of the shoulders performances are summarized in Table 4.6. Each shoulder receive a
grade between 0 and 1 for each assessment criteria. Values were assign based on the channels
produced for each shoulder. Supporting picture can be found in Appendix A. It can be observed
from Table 4.6 and from the supporting figures in Appendix A that the (+1OUT300/+1IN90)
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shoulder was the superior shoulder in channel formation. Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) out
performed the other shoulders in its ability to detach flash from the processed surface while
simultaneously producing a stable and consistent channel. Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) passed
all of the assessment criteria with only a modicum of failure in flash removal. Therefore, shoulder
(+1OUT300/+1IN90) was selected as the optimal shoulder for further testing and development.

Table 4.6 Rating of Shoulders Performance According to Assessment Criteria

Shoulder Closed
Channel

Removed
Flash

Consistency
(Shape and Size)

Channel Quality
(Roughness) Total

Control 0 0 0 0 0
Flat 1 0 1 1 3

+1OUT180/-1IN360 1 0.25 1 1 3.25
+1OUT90/-1IN300 1 0.25 1 1 3.25
+1OUT300/+1IN90 1 0.8 1 1 3.8

-1OUT445 1 0 1 1 3
+1OUT300 1 0 0.8 0.5 2.3

+1OUT120/B5 1 0 0.25 0.25 1.5
+2OUT70 0 0 0.25 1 1.25

4.3 Final Concept
Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) was chosen as the optimal shoulder for further testing and
development. In an attempt to manipulate channel size, two alternative shoulders were created by
altering the scroll height from 1mm to 1.5mm and 2mm (Figure 4.7). In theory, a scroll with a
larger height would allow more material to flow out of the processed zone into the shoulder cavity.
This increased flow of material would be removed from the processed zone in the form of detached
flash. Subsequently, the channel would be larger than that produced by a shorter scroll.

a) b) c)
Figure 4.7 Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) a) 1mm, b) 1.5mm and c) 2mm Scroll

Channels produced with the three different (+1OUT300/+1IN90) shoulders are depicted in Figure
4.8. It can be observed that the original shoulder with 1mm scroll produced stable channels with no
flash deposits, leaving the processed surface at the initial level. The shoulders with 1.5mm and
2mm high scrolls failed to produce closed and continuous channels. The flash formation created by
these shoulders was large and continuous. Most of the flash was removed in large, spiraling strands
with small amounts sticking to the processed surface. The 1.5mm and 2mm scrolls failed to create
closed and continuous channels do to the excess material extracted as flash from the processed
zone. The excess material extracted was caused by the increased volume of the pocket around the
scroll, allowing more material to be processed and removed instead of being forged back into the
channel ceiling.
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Figure 4.8 Channels Produced with (+1OUT300/+1IN90) Variations

With the height of the scroll set to 1mm, another avenue for optimization was explored. The
(+1OUT300/+1IN90) shoulder has a re-entrance feature to pull extracted material back to the probe
in order to ensure the production of a closed and continuous shoulder. Due to the nature of this
feature, the extraction of material is reduced creating a large channel ceiling thickness and a
smaller channel. A new shoulder was design to be a modified version of the (+1OUT300/+1IN90)
shoulder. Shoulder (+1OUT368) was designed with the elimination of the re-entrant feature
utilized in the (+1OUT300/+1IN90) shoulder geometry. By eliminating the re-entrant feature more
material is forced out of the processed zone allowing for the production of a larger channel.

Channels produced with the (+1OUT368) shoulder failed to meet the assessment criteria (Figure
4.9). Channels were non-continuous with large open ceilings. Flash was deposited on the processed
surface behind and to the sides of the shoulder. Some flash was removed in small elongated chips.
Shoulder (+1OUT368) failed to produce closed continuous channels because the elimination of the
re-entrant feature increased the flow of material to the periphery of the shoulder resulting in excess
flash production and lack of forged material back into the channel ceiling.
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Figure 4.9 Channels Produced with Shoulder (+1OUT368)

Material buildup in shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) was consistent throughout channeling
operations. The re-entrant feature consistently filled with material during channeling, resulting in a
lack of flow to the probe in this are. However, the accumulation of aluminum has an adverse
benefit of slowing extracted material as it is pushed to the periphery of the shoulder. This
phenomenon is caused due to material properties of aluminum. As aluminum is processed in a
viscoplasticized state, the aluminum wants to stick to aluminum. With the re-entrant feature
accumulating aluminum, all future material extracted sticks to this reservoir of aluminum
effectively slowing the flow of extracted material. This slowing of material promotes and increases
the forging effect of the scroll resulting in a closed and continuous channel formation.

Material flow to the periphery of the shoulder, as presented in shows the sticking effect of the
extracted aluminum to the accumulated aluminum in the re-entrant feature of the shoulder also
shows the flow of material out of the processed zone to the periphery of the shoulder as flash. Flash
formation was inconsistent with three distinct flash formations produced by shoulder
(+1OUT300/+1IN90). Variations in flash formation is possible due to the distinct material flow
characteristics of FSC and HFSC tools. As the probe stirs and mixes the processed material a
distinct upward material flow is observed. However, the flow is discontinuous with processed
material sticking to the probe for multiple revolutions before being pushed upwards to the shoulder.
This discontinuous flow of material creates a unique flow to the shoulder. The processed material
builds up in the probe until it reaches a critical point, at which time the material is pushed to the
shoulder. This momentary build up of material in the probe, causes the processed material to come
to the shoulder in spurts. Subsequently, the material brought to the shoulder is forged back into the
channel to from the ceiling and  processed outwards to the periphery of the shoulder as flash.

Two flash formations observed were detached, leaving the processed surface at the initial level.
Detached flash produced was formed in two distinct configurations. First, flash was produced and
detached in small, elongated chips (Table 4.7 Type 1). Chips were detached in small pieces due to
distinct material flow characteristics out of the processed zone in spurts and to the sticking effect of
aluminum when flash would momentarily stick to the processed surface causing a shearing effect
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on the flash. This shearing effect both broke the extracted material off of the shoulder and off of the
processed surface. The flash sheared at the interface between spurts due to a lack of bonding of
material in the shoulder processing zone. Second, flash was produced in long, continuous, spiraling
strands (Table 4.7, Type 2). Spiraling flash formed in continuous strands do to the consistent flow
of material and the lack of sticking between the flash and the processed surface. Material was
extracted in spurts with each spurt well bonded to the next effectively welding the spurts together
to form a single long strand. Detached flash would continuously be extracted in long strands
spiraling around and encompassing the shoulder. With the buildup of flash surrounding the
shoulder, detached flash would often catch the processed surface and break in larger fragments
when the amount of continuous flash reached a critical volume. If the flash did not break in large
fragments the flash would stick to the surface causing flash buildup on the processed surface.

The last flash formation observed, was deposited on the processed surface, failing to leave the
processed surface at the initial level. Flash was deposited in radiating strands on the processed
surface (Table 4.7, Type 3). The flash appearance is caused by the material flow characteristics
with each spurt being deposited in a separate radiating strand. Flash was deposited on the retreating
side of the tool overlapping the boundary between the processing surface and the base material.
Flash deposits varied in the amount of coverage of the processed surface from only a few
millimeters to the entire surface. Subsequently, the amount of flash deposited outside of the
processed surface and on top of the base material was directly related to the amount of flash on top
of the processed surface.
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Table 4.7 Flash Produced by Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90)

Flash Type Flash Formation

1

2

3

Flash formation was not limited to the three types of flash presented in Table 4.7. Rather,
combinations of flash types presented in Table 4.7 were observed. These combinations of flash
types are presented in Table 4.8. It can be observed that all combinations of flash formations
presented in Table 4.7 were produced. Tests showed that the variation of flash production had little
to no effect on channel size and stability. This can be observed in Appendix A, Figure 9.9 and
Figure 9.10.
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Table 4.8 Combinations of Flash Produced in Table 4.7 by Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90)

Flash Type Flash Formation

1-2

1-3

2-3

Based on the findings presented in this section it can be determined that the optimal shoulder
geometry is shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90). With the validation of a functional and optimized
shoulder design all further studies were performed with the use of HFSC shoulder
(+1OUT300/+1IN90).
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5 Channel Characterization

5.1 Materials, Methods and Conditions
5.1.1 Base Material
Aluminum alloys are widely used materials in FSP technologies due to the mechanical
characteristics and solid-state joining properties of the material [4] [18]. In this research work,
strain hardened AA5083-H111 with thicknesses of 5mm and 8mm was selected. AA5083-H111 is
a non-heat treatable, high strength aluminum alloy with excellent corrosion resistance, known for
its exceptional performance in extreme conditions, and is widely used in the automotive and marine
industries [18] [40] [41]. Composition of material AA5083-H111 is presented in Table 5.1.
AA5083 contains relatively large amounts of manganese to promote solid state strengthening and
increase the rate of work hardening [42].

Table 5.1 Composition of AA5083 – H111 [4] [43]

Al Mn Fe Cu Mg Si Zn Cr Ti
Balance 0.4 – 1.0 ≤0.4 ≤0.1 4.0 – 4.9 ≤0.4 ≤0.25 0.05 – 0.25 ≤0.15

Hardness measurement were taken using a Struers Duramin-A300 hardness tester (Figure 5.1). The
average hardness of the 5mm and 8mm plates were 98HV05 and 98.5HV05 respectively. This is
comparable to the hardness of the AA5083-H111 base material utilized by Vidal of 92HV05 [18].

Figure 5.1 Vickers Hardness 05 of 5mm and 8mm AA5083-H111 Base Material

5.1.2 Microhardness Testing and Metallographic Preparation
Samples were cut into appropriate sizes using a Beka-Mak BMSY 32CGL saw and a Struers
Discotom-50 circular saw. Samples were placed in Struers DuroCit Kit, cold mounting, acrylic
resin, Struers VersoCit-2 Kit, cold mounting, acrylic resin and Struers MultiFast, phenolic, hot
mounting, resin using a Struers ProntoPress-20 machine set at 180 °C and 25 MPa for 13 min.
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Microhardness samples were ground on a Struers LaboPol-21, using SiC papers, to a 4000 grit finish
and  polished  on  a  Struers  LaboPol-5  with  a  3 λm diamond compound. All Samples were mounted in
cold mounting resin. Microhardness measurement were taken using a Struers Duramin-A300 hardness
tester. A 1mm step was utilized for all microhardness measurements. All samples produced with a TTS
of 90mm/min were subjected to a microhardness field  across the whole sample (Figure 5.2a). Samples
produced with a TRS of 400rpm were also subjected to a microhardness field across the whole sample
(Figure 5.2a). All other samples were subjected to a reduced microhardness field with the focus on the
channel ceiling and weld zone (Figure 5.2b).

a)   b)
Figure 5.2 Microhardness Measurement Fields a) Full Field b) Reduced Field

Optical microscopy (OM) samples were ground on a Struers LaboPol-21 using SiC papers to a 4000
grit  finish  and  polished  on  a  Struers  LaboPol-5  with  a  1λm diamond compound. Each sample was
etched using a 10% Hydrofluoric (HF) acid. The best channel produced with optimal processing
conditions was repolished to a 1λm finish and etched using a modified Poulton’s acid. Table 5.2 details
the acids used for metallographic analysis. Samples were optically investigated with a Nikon Epiphot
200 microscope equipped with a Nikon DS-2Mv camera.

Table 5.2 Composition of Acids used for Metallographic Analysis [44]

Designation Composition Application Procedure

Poulton’s

12 Parts HCl (Concentrate)
6 Parts HNO3 (Concentrate)
1 Part HF (48%)
1Part H2O

Wash with cold water and avoid heat sources
during the etching process

Modified
Poulton’s

50mL Poulton’s
25mL HNO3 (Concentrate)*
40mL Solution (3g Chromium
Acid, 10mL H2O)

Place  some drops  on  the  surface,  for  1  to  4
minutes. Wash with water. Observe using
optical microscope with polarized light to
bring up the illustration of the grains. Repeat
the procedure if necessary.
*For AA5XXX, increase the amount of
HNO3 in the solution, up to 50 ml.

Hydrofluoric
Acid

1mL HF (48%)
200mL H2O

Immerse for 30-45 seconds

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) samples were cut transversally to the channeling direction to
reveal the channel cross-section. Several samples were cut through the channel to open the channel
revealing opposing sides (channel ceiling and channel bottom, Figure 5.3a) and (AS and RS, Figure
5.3b). Raw samples were not polished but rather used to examine the internal surfaces of the
channel. A single sample created using superior processing parameters was ground on a Struers
LaboPol-21, using SiC papers, to a 4000 grit finish and polished on a Struers LaboPol-5 to a 0.25λm
polish with a diamond compound. Final polishing took place in a Buehler VibroMet 2 vibratory polisher
using a 0.02λm MasterMet 2 non-crystalizing, colloidal, silica, polishing, suspension solution.
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a)  b)
Figure 5.3 Cutting Lines for SEM Samples Studying a) AS and RS b) Channel Ceiling and

Channel Bottom

5.1.3 Pressure and Leak Testing
Pressure and leak tests were conducted on ten HFSC channels. Channels were produced with
shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) and a 3mm HFSC probe. Channels were produced in 210mm
lengths in the same 5mm and 8mm combined 300mm x 500mm AA5083-H111 plates. Samples
were then separated by cutting the plate with a Beka-Mak BMSY 32CGL saw. Each sample was
then processed to allow for the attachment of a coupling by drilling through the end hole of the
channel and facing the top surface with a milling machine to ensure proper sealing of the coupling.

Leak tests were conducted by pumping helium into the channel at 1bar. Leaks were located and
measured with a Pfeiffer Vacuum Smart Test HLT 570 helium leak detector. Helium was chosen
because it is an inert gas with the smallest atomic radius allowing for the detection of small cracks
and leaks not normally detected in other methods. Channels were fitted with a coupling and
connected to a pressurized tank full of helium. A pressure regulator was used to maintain constant
pressure. Figure 5.4 details the setup for helium leak tests. A leak flow of 1.0 x 10-8mbar*l/s was
considered for the set minimum value.

Figure 5.4 Helium Leak Test Setup

Internal pressure tests were conducted by pumping water into the channels. Each channel was
tested for minimum leak pressure and ultimate failure pressure. Leak pressure was determined
when droplets of water were first visible. Failure pressure was determined when ultimate failure of
the channel occurred. Figure 5.5 details the setup for internal pressure tests.

Figure 5.5 Internal Pressure Test Setup
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5.2 Influence of Processing Conditions
In combination with optimized tool designs, appropriate processing parameters are critical to
channel formation. Without the proper processing parameters, tool design becomes irrelevant. In
order to understand the effect of processing parameters, tests were carried out using shoulder
(+1OUT300/+1IN90) and a 4mm HFSC probe. The processing parameters utilized are detailed in
Table 5.3 and the channel produced with each set of parameters are detailed in Table 5.4. As can be
seen in Table 5.4, channels produced with processing condition B1, failed to produce closed
continuous channels.

Table 5.3 Processing Parameter Identification

A1 A2 A3 A4
300rpm , 30mm/min 300rpm , 90mm/min 300rpm , 120mm/min 300rpm, 150mm/min

B1 B2 B3 B4
350rpm, 30mm/min 350rpm , 90mm/min 350rpm, 120mm/min 350rpm , 150mm/min

C1 C2 C3 C4
400rpm , 30mm/min 400rpm , 90mm/min 400rpm , 120mm/min 400rpm , 150mm/min

Table 5.4 Channel Cross Section for Different Processing Parameters

A1 A2 A3 A4

B1 B2 B3 B4

-

C1 C2 C3 C4

Flash formation produced for each processing condition is detailed in Table 5.5 and pictures
representing each of the flash formations produced are depicted in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8.
Analyzing Table 5.5 shows that flash was deposited on the channel surface for slow TTS and for
high TRS. This shows that flash removal only occurs in a specific range of processing conditions.
Channels produced under higher HI conditions failed to remove flash due to the excess heat input
and channels produced under lower HI conditions also failed to remove flash do to the reduced
shear force on the extracted material. Channels produced under processing parameters with an
appropriate HI and shear condition, successfully removed flash with only small amounts of flash
deposits on the processed surface. Despite the flash deposits on the processed surface, all
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processing conditions produced closed and continuous channels with the exception of processing
condition B1.

Table 5.5 Flash Formation for Each Processing Condition (Table 4.7 and Table 4.8)

Processing Condition A1 A2 A3 A4
Flash Formation 3 1-3 2-3 1-3

Processing Condition B1 B2 B3 B4
Flash Formation - 2-3 2-3 2-3

Processing Condition C1 C2 C3 C4
Flash Formation 3 3 3 2-3

5.2.1 Geometrical Characterization
In order too geometrically analyze the channels, samples were prepared for OM observations as
presented in section 5.1.1. Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 depict the full microstructure of
channels produced for each set of processing parameters tested.

It can be observed from Figure 5.6, Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8, the channels shape and formation for
each set of processing parameters. Due to tool geometry, the floor of the channel is slanted
increasing the surface are of the channel. The channel ceiling is also slanted due to material flow
characteristics. The AS is predominantly straight and vertical with a few channels possessing a
shape resembling a wave pattern similar to the findings by Vidal (Figure 2.22) [18]. The roughness
and shape of the ceiling and RS is inconsistent throughout all samples. Analyzing the channels
produced under a TRS of 300rpm (Figure 5.6) suggests that the roughness of the channel ceiling
and bottom increase with the increase in TTS. It is also observable that the straightness of the
retreating side increases with the increase in TTS.
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 5.6 Channels Produced with Processing Conditions a) A1, b) A2, c) A3, and d) A4, All

Samples Etched with 10%HF Acid
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a)

b)

c)
Figure 5.7 Channels Produced with Processing Conditions a) B2, b) B3 and c) B4, All

Samples Etched with 10%HF Acid
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 5.8 Channels Produced with Processing Conditions a) C1, b) C2, c) C3 and d) C4, All

Samples Etched with 10%HF Acid
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To further understand the effect of processing parameters on channel geometry and to analyze the
channels qualitatively, geometric parameters were established (Figure 3.9). Table 5.6 presents the
measurement of all geometrical parameters established in Figure 3.9. The geometrical parameters c
and g were measured by averaging the smallest measurement with the largest measurement to
provide the most accurate dimension possible. Dimensions x and y are the most critical dimensions
with x being the effective weld thickness and y being the effective ceiling thickness. Dimensions x
and y are the smallest thickness of material in the weld nugget and channel ceiling respectively.
Therefore, dimensions x and y are the weakest features of the channel and are the most prone to
failure. Dimension A is the cross sectional area of the channel.

Table 5.6 Geometrical Dimensions of Channels Based on Figure 3.9

Processing
Conditions

Channel Dimensions in mm Deg. mm2

a b c d e f g h x y ϕ θ A
A1 3.20 2.47 9.10 1.92 3.62 5.33 1.26 2.88 0.00 2.81 3.81 1.47 17.52
A2 3.16 2.70 9.67 1.92 3.54 5.05 0.28 2.51 2.05 2.90 3.04 4.67 19.87
A3 3.30 2.76 9.23 1.58 3.83 4.79 0.18 2.20 2.00 2.88 0.66 6.93 17.40
A4 2.24 4.40 9.15 2.69 2.99 4.99 0.86 2.66 1.31 1.85 1.34 8.70 23.12
B1
B2 2.75 3.78 9.28 2.16 3.44 4.55 0.46 2.15 1.30 2.75 0.81 9.79 21.76
B3 3.13 2.52 9.20 1.63 3.47 4.91 0.77 2.01 1.87 2.62 3.95 6.43 15.50
B4 3.14 3.21 9.67 2.43 3.33 4.74 0.24 2.50 1.29 2.69 2.14 7.01 23.65
C1 3.73 2.50 9.70 1.62 4.33 4.99 0.41 2.95 0.00 3.19 6.89 3.17 16.28
C2 3.32 2.78 9.86 2.12 3.57 4.89 0.18 2.58 1.61 3.02 2.91 4.65 20.80
C3 3.17 2.83 9.72 2.14 3.24 5.14 0.25 2.69 1.61 2.48 2.66 5.31 20.70
C4 3.00 2.92 9.34 2.16 3.35 4.66 0.33 2.18 1.45 2.57 3.99 4.77 20.60

Analysis of Figure 5.9 reveals the TRS has a significant effect on the effective weld thickness. As
presented in Table 5.6 and graphically in Figure 5.9, a TRS of 300rpm produces the largest
effective weld thickness of 2.05mm and a TRS of 300rpm and 400rpm produce the smallest
effective weld thickness of 0.0mm with the formation of the “hook effect”. However, disregarding
the zero thickness weld joints, a TRS of 350rpm has the next smallest effective weld thickness of
1.29mm. With the exception of the zero thickness, the stability of the effective weld thickness is
greatest for a TRS of 400rpm with a variation of 0.16mm and is least stable for a TRS of 300rpm
with a variation of 0.74mm.

Figure 5.9 Effective Weld Thickness Variation due to TRS
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Analysis of Figure 5.10 reveals the TRS has a significant effect on the effective ceiling thickness.
As presented in Table 5.6 and graphically in Figure 5.10, a TRS of 400rpm produces the largest
effective ceiling thickness of 3.19mm and a TRS of 300rpm produces the smallest effective ceiling
thickness of 1.85mm. The stability of the effective ceiling thickness is greatest for a TRS of
350rpm with a variation of 0.13mm and is the smallest for a TRS of 300rpm with a variation of
1.05mm.

Figure 5.10 Effective Ceiling Thickness Variation due to TRS

Analysis of Figure 5.11 reveals the TRS has a significant effect on the cross-sectional area of the
channel. As presented in Table 5.6 and graphically in Figure 5.11, a TRS of 350rpm produces the
smallest and largest cross-sectional areas of 15.5mm2 and 23.65mm2 respectively. The stability of
the cross-sectional area is greatest for a TRS of 400rpm with a variation of 4.52mm2 and is least
stable for a TRS of 350rpmwith a variation of 8.15mm2. The average cross-sectional area
calculated from Table 5.6 is 19.75mm2. A TRS of 400rpm has an average cross-sectional area of
19.6mm2, just bellow the average cross-sectional area. A TRS of 300rpm has a slightly lower
average cross-sectional area of 19.48mm2. Further analysis of Figure 5.11 shows the curves slightly
diverge from a TRS of 300rpm to 350rpm and then converge from 350rpm to 400rpm with the
exception of the curve representing a TTS of 30mm/min.

Figure 5.11 Cross-Sectional Area Variation due to TRS
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superior TRS. Figure 5.9 shows that a TRS of 300rpm has the largest effective weld thickness.
Figure 5.10 shows that a TRS of 300rpm does not have the largest effective ceiling thickness.
However, by analyzing Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 together, reveals the combination of critical
thicknesses x and y is superior and strongest for a TRS of 300rpm. Figure 5.11 shows the most
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stable cross-sectional area was produced at a TRS of 400rpm. However, the reduced strength of
critical dimension x (Figure 5.13), produced with a TRS of 400rpm and TTS of 90mm/min, makes
a TRS of 400rpm inferior to the TRS of 300rpm. Therefore, the superior TRS for this study is
300rpm.

Figure 5.12 shows the variation of the ceiling thickness on the AS and channel cross-sectional area
with the variation of TRS for a TTS of 90mm/min. Figure 5.12 shows that with the decrease in
ceiling thickness, the channel are increases and reversely with the increase in ceiling thickness, the
channel area decreases. Comparing Figure 5.12 and Figure 2.17 by Vidal [18], reveals the same
general correlation between the ceiling thickness and channel area.

Figure 5.12 Variation of Channel Area (A) Geometric Parameter (a) (Figure 3.9) due to TRS

Analysis of Figure 5.13 reveals the TTS has a significant effect on the effective weld thickness. As
presented in Table 5.6 and graphically in Figure 5.13, a TTS of 30mm/min produces an effective
weld thickness of 0.0mm. This is the result of the “hook effect” previously discussed in section 4.1.
This suggest that a TTS of 30mm/min does not produce the necessary mixing and shear
deformation in the weld nugget to completely destroy the interface zone. The effective weld
thickness is at its greatest at 2.05mm for a TTS of 90mm/min. Observing the curves in Figure 5.13
shows that the stability of the effective weld thickness for TTS of 90mm/min to 150mm/min is
different for each TRS. A TTS of 150mm/min is the most stable with a variation in the effective
weld thickness of 0.16mm while a TTS of 90mm/min is the least stable with a variation of 0.75mm.

Figure 5.13 Effective Weld Thickness Variation due to TTS

Analysis of Figure 5.14 reveals the TTS has a significant effect on the effective ceiling thickness.
As presented in Table 5.6 and graphically in Figure 5.14, a TTS of 30mm/min produces the largest
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effective ceiling thickness of 3.19mm. However, comparing Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 reveals
that for an effective ceiling thickness of 3.19mm the effective weld thickness is 0.0mm. The
stability of the effective ceiling thickness is greatest for a TTS of 90mm/min with a variation of
0.44mm and is least stable for a TTS of 150mm/min with a variation of 0.84mm.

Figure 5.14 Effective Ceiling Thickness Variation due to TTS

Analysis of Figure 5.15 reveals the TTS has a significant effect on the cross-sectional area of the
channel. As presented in Table 5.6 and graphically in Figure 5.14, a TTS of 150mm/min produces
the largest cross-sectional area of 23.65mm2 and a TTS of 120mm/min produces the smallest
cross–sectional area of 15.5mm2.  The stability of the cross-sectional area is greatest for a TTS of
90mm/min with a variation of 1.89mm2 and is least stable for a TTS of 120mm/min with a
variation of 5.2mm2. The average cross-sectional area calculated from Table 5.6 is 19.75mm2.  A
TTS of 90mm/min has an average cross-sectional area of 19.87mm2, just above the average cross-
sectional area. Further analysis of Figure 5.15 shows the channel cross sectional area drops at a
TTS of 120mm/min for all TRS. This suggest that a TTS of 120mm/min produces a reduced
material flow, reducing the size of the channel, and is inferior to other TTS. However, a TTS of
30mm/min is also inferior but more stable in terms of cross-sectional area variation than a TTS of
120mm/min.

Figure 5.15 Cross-Sectional Area Variation due to TTS

Comparing Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14 and Figure 5.15 together allows for the determination of the
superior TTS. Figure 5.13 shows that a TTS of 90mm/min has the largest effective weld thickness.
Figure 5.14 shows that a TTS of 90mm/min does not have the largest effective ceiling thickness.
However, by analyzing Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 together, reveals the combination of critical
thicknesses x and y is superior and strongest for a TTS of 90mm/min. Figure 5.15 shows the most
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stable cross-sectional area was produced at a TTS of 90mm/min. Therefore, the superior TTS for
this study is 90mm/min.

Figure 5.16 shows the variation of the ceiling thickness on the AS and channel cross-sectional area
with the variation of TTS for a TRS of 300rpm. Figure 5.16 shows that with the decrease in ceiling
thickness, the channel are increases and reversely with the increase in ceiling thickness, the channel
area decreases. Comparing Figure 5.16 and Figure 2.21 by Vidal [18], shows the same general
correlation between the ceiling thickness and channel area.

Figure 5.16 Variation of Channel Area (A) Geometric Parameter (a) (Figure 3.9) due to TTS

To understand channel formation and the effect the processing parameters have on geometric
features, samples were prepared for OM and SEM observations as presented in section 5.1.1.
Figure 5.17 depicts micrograph images of critical zones of a channel produced with processing
condition A2. Figure 5.17b shows the same insufficient bonding defect on the AS and channel
ceiling that Vidal observed (Figure 2.23) [18]. Vidal states that this defect is created to the
increased extraction rate of material combined with an insufficient heat input and viscoplasticized
material flow caused by a lower TRS and an increased TTS [18]. In combination with Vidal’s
reasoning, the reduced forging force acting on the AS reduces the bonding mechanisms needed to
effectively eliminate this defect. This defects is not observed on the RS and channel ceiling (Figure
5.17a) due to the increased forging force and a constant packing of viscoplasticized material,
increasing the heat input, and further increasing the forging force in this area.

Figure 5.17d details another defect found on the AS and the channel bottom. This defect is similar
to the defect found in Figure 5.17b and is caused by the same mechanisms. The reduced forging
force on the AS due to material flow characteristics, create an insufficient bonding in the region
near the channel. However, Figure 5.17c details a similar defect to the one found in the RS and
channel bottom. This suggests that there is an insufficient forging effect on the weld nugget during
channeling to eliminate the formation of defects.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 5.17 SEM Micrographs of Critical Zones in Channel Produced with Processing
Condition A2 a) RS and Channel Ceiling, b) AS and Channel Ceiling, c) RS and Channel

Bottom and d) AS and Channel Bottom

All processing parameters produced the same or similar defects found in Figure 5.17. Processing
condition A1 produced a different defect in the AS-channel bottom interface (Figure 5.18) while
processing condition C1 produced different defects on the AS-channel bottom and RS-channel
bottom interfaces (Figure 5.19). As discussed in section 4.1, the “hook effect”  is  the  result  of
insufficient mixing and shear deformation where the interface zone is not properly stirred and
destroyed. Figure 5.19a details the hook effect observed on the RS-channel bottom interface. This
defect was only observed in a single channel. These defects suggest that lower TTS produce the
“hook effect” resulting in inferior weld characteristics.
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Figure 5.18 Hook Effect Observed in the AS-Channel Bottom Interface of HFSC Produced
with Processing Condition A1, Sample Etched with 10% HF Acid and Observed with OM at

10X Magnification

a)          b)
Figure 5.19 Hook Effect Observed with OM at 2.5X Magnification of HFSC Produced with

Processing Condition C1, Sample Etched with 10% HF Acid, a) RS-Channel Bottom
Interface and b) AS-Channel Bottom Interface

To further understand channel formation channels produced with processing condition A2 were
prepared for SEM as presented in section 5.1.1. SEM observations were made to understand the
formation of each section of the channel concerning shape and roughness. Figure 5.20 details each
interface zone between channel walls. Observing Figure 5.20a and Figure 5.20c it is revealed that
the interface of the channel ceiling and channel bottom with the AS is remarkably clean and square.
This is the result of processed material moving from the AS to the RS during channeling
operations. Observing Figure 5.20b and Figure 5.20d it is revealed that the interface between the
channel ceiling and channel bottom with the RS is far less stable than the AS in regards to shape.
This is due to the flow of material into the RS, resulting in a buildup of material reducing the
quality and consistency of the RS interface zones. Further observation reveals that the majority of
the roughness is located in the channel ceiling with large stalactite like structures protruding from
the surface.
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a) b)

c) d)
Figure 5.20 SEM Macrograph, Produced with Processing Condition A2, of a) AS and

Channel Ceiling, b) RS and Channel Ceiling, c) AS and Channel Bottom and d) RS and
Channel Bottom

Figure 5.21 further details each face of the HFSC channel produced with processing condition A2.
Observing Figure 5.21 reveals the formation of the channel in layers. This is supported by the
knowledge that material is processed, stirred and deposited behind the tool as it rotates and
traverses along a given path. It is also known that the material will stick to the tool for several
rotations before being deposited. This is observed as the thickness of each layer in the channel
ceiling (Figure 5.21a) and channel bottom (Figure 5.21b). It is clearly visible that the channel
ceiling (Figure 5.21a) has a greater surface roughness than the channel bottom (Figure 5.21b). This
is caused by the increased material flow, shear deformation and mixing of the channel ceiling.

Figure 5.21c details the AS wall of the channel. It can be observed that the roughness is far lower
than the other faces due to the constant shear effect acted on it by the probe. Closer inspection
reveals a wave like pattern on the top and bottom of the AS. This pattern is the layered
characteristics of the channel ceiling and channel bottom. It can be observed in Figure 5.21c that
the channel ceiling is inconsistent throughout with an uneven sinusoidal pattern to it. The channel
bottom on the other hand is flat with very little deviation. Figure 5.21d details the RS wall of the
channel. However, the roughness of the channel ceiling obscures most of the RS. Figure 5.21d does
provide a unique view of the channel ceiling’s roughest section as well as a glimpse at the channel
bottom and RS. It can clearly be observed that the stalactite like features of the channel ceiling
protrude in a layered formation with an angle away from the channeling direction.
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a) b)

c) d)
Figure 5.21 SEM Micrographs, Produced with Processing Condition A2, of a) Channel

Ceiling, b) Channel Bottom, c) AS and d) RS

Another channel produced, with processing condition A2, was processed for SEM observations as
presented in section 5.1.1 in order to study the formation of the RS. Figure 5.22 depicts the
formation of the RS. Observations reveal that the roughness of the RS is high, with a scaled pattern
in the channeling direction. It is visible that the roughness of the RS is greater than the roughness
of the channel bottom.

Figure 5.22 SEM Micrograph, Produced with Processing Condition A2,  of RS Produced with
TRS of 300rpm and TTS of 90mm/min
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5.2.2 Microstructure
Channels produced by HFSC possess a weld zone, similar to the FSW of a lap joint, where a weld
is produced between two overlapping metallic bodies. Soundararajan et al. performed a study on
FSW of AA5182 and AA6022 in a lap weld configuration [45]. It can be observed in Figure 5.23
that a “hook effect” was produced on the AS of the weld nugget at the interface zone. It can also be
observed that the weld nugget has a layers pattern due to the mixing and shear deformation of the
materials.

Figure 5.23 Microstructure of FSW Lap Weld with AA6022 (Top) and AA5182 (Bottom) with
a TRS of 1900rpm and a TTS of 75mm/min [45]

Dubourg et al. performed a similar study of FSW lap joints of AA7075-T6 and AA2024-T3 [46].
The authors found that a similar “hook effect” was produced on the AS, at the joint interface zone,
in the lap weld (Figure 5.24). Further observation reveals that the interface zone on the RS is
relatively flat and continues into the weld nugget until being fully destroyed roughly half way
through the joint.

Figure 5.24 Microstructure of FSW Lap Weld with AA7075-T6 (Top) and AA2024-T3
(Bottom) produced with TRS of 1000rpm and a TTS of 500mm/min [46]
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To further understand the formation of these defects Dubourg et al. studied the effect of processing
conditions on observed defects by manipulating the TRS between 500 rpm to 2000rpm and the
TTS between 50mm/min to 1000mm/min. The authors found that by decreasing the TRS and
increasing the TTS the size of the “hook effect” was reduced. [46]

Figure 5.25 Hood Effect Size Based on Processing Parameters [46]

Weld nuggets produced with HFSC possess the same similar zones as presented for FSW lap joints.
The most critical of these zones is on the AS between the interface zone and the channel bottom. In
several channels the “hook effect” was observed (Figure 5.18, Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.27a). This
“hook effect” continuing from the interface zone to the channel bottom was only observed for a
TTS of 30mm/min. This supports the findings presented by Dubourg et al. where the size of the
“hook effect” decreases as the TRS decreases and the TTS increases. Figure 5.26 presents the weld
nugget produced with processing conditions A2 (Table 5.3). It can be observed that the RS has the
same shaped and styled interface zone as observed in the weld nugget of a FSW lap joint (Figure
5.24). Further examination of HFSC weld nuggets reveals a general increase in stability and
flatness of the RS interface zone as well as an increase in material mixing and shear deformation
with the increase in TTS, observed by the increased layer formations and distribution of layers in
the weld nugget (Figure 5.27).

Figure 5.26 Weld Nugget Produced with Processing Conditions A2 (Table 5.3)
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a)

b)

c)

d)
Figure 5.27 HFSC Weld Nuggets Produced with Processing Conditions a) C1, b) C2, c) C3

and d) C4 (Table 5.3)
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Cantin et al. performed a similar study on FSW lap joints of AA5083-0 [47]. The authors found the
same similar defects in the welds (Figure 5.28) as the previous mentioned studies. Observing
Figure 5.28 reveals that both welds created with different plate orientation but the same processing
parameters, contain similar defects and material flow patterns. Both welds contain void defects in
the center of the weld nugget. Both welds also contain the same “hook effect” on the AS (Figure
5.29a) and a “hook effect” on the RS. However, the authors detail another defect observed on the
RS of the weld nugget proceeding from the interface zone  (Figure 5.29b). A similar “hook effect”
is observed here with the formation of film like flaws. These flaws are sections of the interface
zone that have experienced enough shear deformation to detach them from the rest of the interface
zone and subsequently distribute them throughout weld. This mixing of material moves the
distributed interface segment to a new location. This is apparent by the observation of multiple
individual dislocated interface segments in a layered pattern.

a)

b)
Figure 5.28 Weld Nugget of FSW Lap Joint Produced with a TRS of 584rpm and a TTS of

120mm/min, a) Right Hand Weld and b) Left Hand Weld using Conventional Tool [47]

a)             b)
Figure 5.29 Interface Zones a) AS and b) RS in Weld Nugget of FSW Lap Joint Produced

with a TRS of 584rpm and a TTS of 120mm/min from (Figure 5.28b) [47]

Observations of weld nuggets produced by HFSC reveal similar defects presented by Cantin et al.
[47]. HFSC channels contain distributions of interface zone in the weld nugget (Figure 5.30).
Observation of Figure 5.30 reveals that these distibutions are formed in layers, with each layer
containing a segment of interface zone that has been sheared from the original continuous interface
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zone. The more distribution zones the weld nugget contains the stronger the weld nugget is due to
an increased percentage of welded material throughout the weld nugget.

Figure 5.30 HFSC Weld Nugget Produced with Processing Conditions B2 (Table 5.3)
Showing Change in Direction of Interface Zone on the AS and Distribution of Interface Zone

Further investigation of HFSC channel properties, concerning microstructure, was performed on
HFSC channel produced with processing conditions A2 (Table 5.3). To further understand the
properties of specific zones the sample was prepared for OM observation as presented in
section 5.1.2. The sample was etched with the modified Poulton’s acid (Table 5.2) to show grain
size, orientation and regional boundaries between grain zones. Regions analyzed are presented in
Figure 5.31.

Figure 5.31 Location of Analysis Regions on HFSC Channel
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Comparing AS and RS interface zones, reveals a significant difference in transition between grain
size and orientation (Figure 5.32). It can be observed that the AS has a very narrow and well
defined boundary or transition zone, observed as a crisp boundary between the recrystallized region
and the TMAZ (Figure 5.32b and Figure 5.32d). On the RS, this region is much larger and less well
defined. This is observed by a less well defined and hazy boundary between the recrystallized zone
and the TMAZ where the transition from the base material’s large grain structure to the processed
zone’s small recrystallized structure takes place slowly (Figure 5.32a and Figure 5.32c). This
increased size in the grain transition zone is caused by the increased heat input on the RS, increased
distortion on the RS and the flow of material from the AS to the RS.

a) b)

c) d)
Figure 5.32 Micrograph of Critical Zones Produced with Processing Condition A2 and etched

with Modified Poulton’s Acid, a) RS – Channel Ceiling Interface, b) AS – Channel Ceiling
Interface, c) RS – Weld Nugget Interface and d) AS – Weld Nugget Interface
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Two unique grain distortion and flow characteristics are observable in Figure 5.32a and Figure
5.32c on the RS of the channel. Figure 5.33a and Figure 5.33b provide a more detailed view of
these grain distortions. It can be observed that the TMAZ adjacent to the channel is distorted in an
upwards direction on the RS near the channel ceiling. It can also be observed that the distortion
curves back down as the channel ceiling interface moves outwards away from the channel. This
causes a focal point in the RS and channel ceiling corner (Figure 5.33a). This focal point is the
result of a two directional flow of material produced from the probe extracting material from the
processed zone while the shoulder forges material back into the top of the channel. A similar focal
point is located in the RS and weld nugget interface (Figure 5.33b). This is the result of
multidirectional material flow caused by the channeling section of the probe extracting material
upwards to the shoulder and the welding tip forging the weld nugget. The lack of geometrical
features in the probe, at the transition point from channeling body to weld tip, results in a reduction
of flow in the area around the focal point. Due to an increased amount of material flow from the AS
to the RS in the weld nugget and RS of the channel, the lower focal point is located within the weld
nugget and TMAZ interface.

a) b)
Figure 5.33 Micrograph of TMAZ Focal Points Observed in Figure 5.32a and Figure 5.32c,

a) RS – Channel Ceiling Interface and b) RS – Weld Nugget Interface

Further examination of the RS and AS zones, on the channel walls, reveal significant differences in
microstructure. Observing Figure 5.34a reveals the RS is completely recrystallized with a refined
grain structure. This shows the material on the RS has undergone severe plastic deformation and
heating allowing for the refinement of the grain structure. The deposit of processed material on the
RS supports this observation. Observing Figure 5.34b reveals that the AS has a very narrow
recrystallized region adjacent to the channel surface. This shows that the AS has a lower heat input
than the RS caused by the lack of material packing and deposit on the AS. However, the thin
recrystallized region does correlate to the increased shear deformation enacted on the AS of the
channel during channeling operations.
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a) b)
Figure 5.34 Micrograph of a) RS and b) AS of HFSC Channel Presented in Figure 5.31

Examination of the channel ceiling and weld nugget revealed significant recrystallization and grain
refinement. Comparing Figure 5.35a and Figure 5.35b revealed little difference between the grain
structure of the channel ceiling and weld nugget. However, observations reveal that the weld
nugget contains a higher level of grain refinement observed by the finer grain structure. This
suggests a higher heat input and slower cooling rate in the weld nugget over the channel ceiling
allowing for finer grain formation. With the weld located in the center of the plate it will
experience a slower cooling rate than the channel ceiling further supporting the findings of the finer
grain structure in the weld nugget.

a) b)
Figure 5.35 Micrograph of a) Channel Ceiling and b) Weld Nugget of HFSC Channel

Presented in Figure 5.31

5.2.3 Microhardness
The variation of microhardness distribution in the vicinity of the channel, provide information
about the mechanical properties of the material. During channeling operations, material is subjected
to large shear deformation and high temperatures, resulting in substantial microstructural variations
affecting the microhardness of the material. Different regions subjected to different levels of
deformation and temperatures produce different microhardness fields.

Microhardness mapping was performed on all channels produced with a TRS of 400rpm (Figure
5.36) and for all channels produced with a TTS of 90mm/min (Figure 5.37). The microhardness
maps show an increase in hardness in the weld nugget and the channel ceiling compared to the
average microhardness of the base material of 98.25HV05. The weld nugget has a slightly higher
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microhardness compared to the channel ceiling. The lowest microhardness was observed in the
TMAZ around the channel and processed zones. Comparing the microhardness of the AS versus
the RS shows that there is a slight increase in microhardness on the RS. In Figure 5.36 and Figure
5.37, the black horizontal line represents the interface zone between the two plates.

 Figure 5.36 HV05 Microhardness Mapping of HFSC Produced with a TRS of 400rpm

Figure 5.37 HV05 Microhardness Mapping of HFSC Produced with a TTS of 90mm/min

With the observation of increased microhardness variation in the weld nugget and channel ceiling,
these areas were subjected to further analysis for comparative purposes. The average, minimum
and maximum microhardness measurements were analyzed with regards to the effect of TRS and
TTS on microhardness.
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Figure 5.38 presents the microhardness variations due to TRS for each TTS. Analyzing Figure 5.38
reveals that TRS has minimal effect on the average microhardness of the processed zones with the
larges fluctuation of roughly 7HV05 found in the channel ceiling for a TTS of 150mm/min. The
minimum and maximum microhardness variation due to TRS is significantly more prominent with
a value of roughly 10HV05 (channel ceiling with a TTS of 30mm/min) and 30HV05 (weld nugget
with a TTS of 120mm/min) respectively

Weld Nugget Channel Ceiling
Figure 5.38 Graphical Analysis of Microhardness Variations due to TRS

The findings presented by Vidal (Figure 2.26) [18] show the same results, with the TRS having
minimal effect on the average microhardness. Moreover, Vidal showed the average microhardness
fluctuated in a sinusoidal pattern and appeared to converge at a microhardness of 85HV05 with the
increase in TRS [18]. Figure 5.38 does not contain enough data points to establish a direct
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comparison to Vidal’s findings. However, it can be observed from Figure 5.38 that the average
microhardness decreases as TRS increases with the exception of channels produced with a TTS of
120mm/min; where the microhardness increases as TRS increases. The average microhardness
curve for a TTS of 150mm/min also deviates from the general decrease in microhardness with a
more parabolic curve.

Figure 5.39 presents the microhardness variation due to TTS for each TRS. Analyzing Figure 5.39
reveals that TTS has minimal effect on the average microhardness of the processed zones with the
largest fluctuation of roughly 7HV05 found in the channel ceiling for a TRS of 300rpm. The
minimum and maximum microhardness fluctuation due to TTS is significantly more prominent
with a value of roughly 12HV05 and 26HV05 respectively, in the channel ceiling for a TRS of
300rpm. The shape of the curves presented in Figure 5.39 for a TRS of 300rpm has a similar profile
to the microhardness curve documented by Vidal (Figure 2.27) [18]. Comparing the graphs shows a
unique and consistent effect. Vidal recorded a reduction in the average microhardness of roughly
7HV05 in the channel ceiling for a TRS of 900rpm and a TTS of 120mm/min (Figure 2.27) [18].
The same reduction of 7HV05 in the average microhardness of the channel ceiling was observed
for processing condition A3. This suggests that utilizing a TTS of 120mm/min reduces the
microhardness of the material compared to other TTS. No general correlation between the
microhardness and TTS can be determined due to inconstancies between graphs.

Weld Nugget Channel Ceiling
Figure 5.39 Graphical Analysis of Microhardness Variations due to TTS
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It is evident from analyzing Figure 5.39 and Figure 5.38 that the TTS and TRS have roughly the
same effect on the variation of the average microhardness in the processed zone. It is also evident
that the variation in hardness throughout the processed zone is extensive and erratic.

5.3 Characterization of Superior Processing Conditions
To further understand and test the superior processing parameters, processing condition A2, several
experimental and investigative methods were performed. Channel stability was tested with the
formation of complex paths while pressure and leak tests were performed for strength and quality
analysis. All channel were produced with shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) and a 3mm HFSC probe.

5.3.1 Channel Path Stability
To understand channel stability in complex paths, three distinct path profiles were created. First, a
set of four spiraling paths was created (Figure 5.40). The purpose of these paths was to test the
effect of channel formation and stability at multiple curvatures. To test the effect of AS and RS
locations, two spirals were created with the AS on the outside edge of the spiral (Figure 5.40a) and
two with the RS on the outside edge (Figure 5.40b). To test the effect of channeling direction and
heating, one spiral was created by channeling from the inside, out and the other from the outside,
in.

a)                b)
Figure 5.40 Spiral Channel Stability Tests a) AS on the Outside and b) RS on the Outside

Second, a series of S-curves were created with different center to center distances based on the
22mm shoulder diameter utilized (Figure 5.41). This test was performed to test the minimum
achievable curvatiure able to produce closed and continuous channels as well as the minimum
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allowable distance between channels. The S shape was chosen in order to test the effect of
producing a channel with AS on AS and RS on RS in a single channel. The third stability test was
an angle test containing a series of increasingly tighter angles. This test was performed to
understand the effect of introducing angles in the path on channel formation.

Figure 5.41 S-Curves and Angle Stability Tests

Spiral stability tests performed are presented in Figure 5.42. Analyzing Figure 5.42 reveals that
flash removal was inconsistent. Both channels produced with the RS on the outside and the channel
produced with the AS on the outside, while traveling from outside inwards to the center, produced
a 2-3 flash formation (Table 4.8). This was caused in part by material buildup during plunging
operations. A more substantial cause was the formation of type 2 flash. This is due to a lack of
shear produced on the extracted material allowing for the creation of a continuous strand that
buildups around the shoulder. When this buildup reaches a critical thickness, the extracted material
begins to stick to the processed surface resulting in the deposit of flash on the processed surface.
The material deposited on the processed surface causes future extracted material to stick to the
surface due to the nature of viscoplasticized material and the lack of free space surrounding the
probe. The deposited material acts like a wall attracting and catching extracted material. Observing
Figure 5.42 reveals that the flash removal is semi-stable with the majority of channels possessing
the same flash formation and buildup. However, in terms of the assessment criteria presented in
section 4.2, the flash formation is unstable due to the lack of flash removal along the entire channel.

Cutting the spirals through the centerline allowed for the analysis of channel stability concerning
channel geometry. Figure 5.43 details the channel shape and size throughout a spiral created with
the AS on the outside and traveling inwards from the outside. It can be observed that the channel
shape and size is consistent throughout the entire length of the channel. This shows that the
channeling process is stable throughout all curvatures of the spiral. The size of the channel is large
with an average cross-sectional area of 23.75mm2. With the formation of a large channel, it is
evident that the deposited flash on the processed surface does not have a negative impact on
channel size. However, the deposited flash on the processed surface does have a negative impact on
physical appearance and the need for post process machining to remove excess flash.
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a)         b)
Figure 5.42 Spiral Channel Stability Tests a) AS on the Outside and b) RS on the Outside,

Arrows Indicate Channeling Direction

Figure 5.43 Cross-Section of Spiral Produced in Figure 5.42a with AS Out, Traveling
Inwards from the Outside

S-curve stability tests performed are presented in Figure 5.44. Analyzing Figure 5.44 reveals that
flash formation was inconsistent across all channels, but was consistent for most channels. The
formation of flash was type 1 (Table 4.7) for three of the channels and type 1-3 (Table 4.8) for the
other two. Flash deposit on the channel produced with a center-to-center distance of one shoulder
diameter (22mm) was created due to sudden increase in TTS from 90mm/min to 350mm/min. This
was caused by a faulty step in the channeling path data, which increased the TTS. The channel area
in this location was reduced with large amounts of deposited material filling part of the channel
(Figure 5.45). The rest of the channel however, was open and clear of material buildup. Flash
deposit on the channel produced with a center-to-center distance of 66% of the shoulder diameter
was  caused  due  to  the  lack  of  flash  removal  during  plunging  of  the  tool.  Regardless  of  flash
formation, all channels were closed and continuous and therefore, stable. However, in terms of the
assessment criteria presented in section 4.2, the flash formation is unstable due to the lack of flash
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removal for all channels. All spirals contained similar channel shapes and stability as those
presented in Figure 5.43.

Figure 5.44 Channel Stability Tests S-Curves and Angle

Figure 5.45 Channel Formation with TTS 900mm/min (Left) and TTS of 350mm/min (Right)

To further understand the formation of the channel during tight curvatures and to check for channel
stability in the curves, each channel was opened from the top surface by machining away the
channel ceiling. This revealed that channel formation was stable across all channels. The most
interesting and pertinent information came from the observations made between different
curvatures on the same channel. This was useful for analyzing the effect of producing tight
curvatures with either the AS or RS on the inside of the curve. Figure 5.46 shows the differences in
producing channels with the AS on the inside or the RS on the inside. Figure 5.46a depicts the part
of the channel with the AS on the inside. Observations reveal the thickness of the wall between
channels is 3.85mm and channel production is stable with no defects in the wall. Figure 5.46b
depicts the part of the channel with the RS on the inside. Observations reveal the thickness of the
wall between channels is 7.6mm and channel production is stable with no defects in the wall. The
differences in wall thickness between inner walls is caused by material flow characteristics. In
Figure 5.46a material is moved outwards from the inside and deposited on RS resulting in a thin
inner wall and an overall narrower width than Figure 5.46b. In Figure 5.46b material is moved
inside from the outside depositing material on the RS resulting in a thicker inner wall and an
overall wider width than Figure 5.46a. Positioning the RS on the inside of the curve results in a
packing action of the material on the inner wall resulting in a thicker wall. Reversely, positioning
the RS on the outside of the curve results in a packing action of the material on the outer wall
resulting in a thinner internal wall.

By strategically placing the AS on the inside of the curve allows the rougher RS to have a greater
effect on thermal efficiency due to the higher flow rates experienced on the outer edge of the
channel. By strategically placing the RS on the inside of the curve potentially allows for a greater
reduction in the minimum curvature, due to the material flow characteristics, resulting in the
packing of material on the RS.
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a)           b)
Figure 5.46 Channel Formation on Curvature of 66% of Shoulder Diameter

Figure 5.47 depicts the roughness of the channel bottom and RS of the curved channel produced
with the RS on the inside (Figure 5.46b). Observing Figure 5.47 reveals the formation of deposited
material on the RS during straight channel production (Figure 5.47a) and during curved channel
production (Figure 5.47b). Further observation of (Figure 5.47b) reveals that the material deposit
on the RS in the curvature of the channel is layer in thin sheets that protrude out into the channel.
The material deposit on the RS in the straight section of the channel (Figure 5.47a), is more
compact and uniform in nature with less protrusion into the channel.

a)           b)
Figure 5.47 SEM Micrographs of Curved Channel (Figure 5.46b) a) Straight Section and

b) Curved Section of Channel

Figure 5.48 and Figure 5.49 detail the formation of the S-curve, produced with a curvature of 66%
of the shoulder diameter, with the AS on the inside and RS on the inside. Observation of Figure
5.48 reveals crisp interface zones between the AS recrystallized region in the channel ceiling and
the base material along with the overlap of the processed zones. The same defect presented in
section 5.2.,1 the insufficient bonding of the channel ceiling – AS interface, is observed for both
channels. Further observations reveal porosity in the RS – channel ceiling interfaces. Figure 5.49
also contains the “hook effect” on the AS – channel bottom interface of the left channel. The “hook
effect” is not present in any of the other channels presented in Figure 5.48 and Figure 5.49.
Comparing the results presented by Balasubramanian et al. in section 2.3, shows that the stability of
HFSC of curved channels is far more stable. The location of RS and AS during channel formation
does not affect channel stability for HFSC but does affect stability in the study presented in
section 2.3 by Balasubramanian et al.
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Figure 5.48 S-Curve Channel Produced at 66% of Shoulder Diameter Detailing AS on Inside
of Curve, Etched with 10% HF Acid, Observed with OM

Figure 5.49 S-Curve Channel Produced at 66% of Shoulder Diameter Detailing RS on Inside
of Curve, Etched with 10% HF Acid, Observed with OM

Angle stability tests performed are presented in Figure 5.44. Analyzing Figure 5.44 reveals that the
flash formation was consistent and stable throughout the entire channel with a type 1 flash
formation (Table 4.7). Despite having a stable flash formation channel formation was not stable.
The channel was not closed and continuous. Holes in the channel ceiling were produced in angles
75°, 45° and 30°. Angles 90°, 75° and 45° were produced with the AS on the inside and angles 60°
and 30° were produced with the RS on the inside. Therefore, angles smaller than 75° can be
produced but only if the RS is on the inside of the angle. However, based on these tests an angle of
60° is the limit for continuous channel production with the RS on the inside of the angle. Channels
containing angles with the AS on the inside are limited to 90° based on these findings.

To develop an understanding of channel formation in an angled path, the channels were opened
from the top surface by machining away the channel ceiling. This revealed that not all channel
formations were stable. Angles 90°, 75° and 45° were open with a small steps in channel bottom
where the change in channel direction occurred (Figure 5.50). This step was created due to the
sloped channel bottom and the AS of the probe cutting through the floor during the change in
channeling direction. Angles 60° and 30° contained material build up (Figure 5.51). By locating the
RS on the inside of the angle and with the processed material deposited on the RS, the processed
material is deposited in the channel after channeling direction changes. This results in the closure
or partial closure of the channel. Both 60° and 30° angles were partially open with the 60° being far
more open than that produced at 30°. This obstruction produced with the RS on the inside of the
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angle significantly hinders the properties of the channel by reducing the ability for fluid to flow
through the channel. However, this defect provides a specific opportunity for intentionally reducing
the flow of fluid through the channel.

a)   b)              c)
Figure 5.50 Channel Formation with AS on Inside of Angle in a) 90°, b) 75° and c) 45°

a)        b)
Figure 5.51 Channel Formation with RS on Inside of Angle in a) 60° and b) 30°

It is clear form these tests that channels can be produced with angled paths. However, channel
production and formation is far more stable for channels containing curves than angels. If sharp and
sudden changes in direction are necessary, it is best to use a larger angle with the AS on the inside
or to implement a small curve in the corner. The addition of a small curve in the corner allows for a
much larger angle change in the channel path while maintaining channel stability.

5.3.2 Leak Test
Leak tests were conducted on ten HFSC channels as presented in section 5.1.3. Table 5.7 details the
leak rates for all HFSC channels tested. It can be observed that leak rate results are similar and
stable across all channels with the exception of channel number seven which has a leak rate of
0.1mbar*l/s. Leaks were detected at the interface zone between the two plates on both the AS and
RS of the channel. Some small leaks were detected from the channel ceiling in the center and AS of
the channel. No direct comparison can be made to the FSC channels produced by Vidal [18] in
section 2.3.3 due to the lack of information provided.
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Table 5.7 Leak Rates for HFSC Channels

Channel Number 1 2 3 4 5
Leak Rate (mbar*l/s) 1.0E-06 1.0E-05 1.0E-05 1.0E-05 1.0E-05

Channel Number 6 7 8 9 10
Leak Rate (mbar*l/s) 1.0E-05 1.0E-01 1.0E-05 1.0E-05 1.0E-05

5.3.3 Internal Pressure Test
Internal pressure test were conducted on ten HFSC channels as presented in section 5.1.3. Leak
pressure was determined when droplets of water were visible. Observing Table 5.8 and Figure 5.52
reveals that a maximum leak pressure recorded was 275bar and the minimum leak pressure was
1bar. From this a stable average minimum leakage pressure is not obtainable from the results.
However, it is clearly visible that a rough average maximum pressure of 400 bar is the burst
pressure for HFSC channels produced with shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) and a 3mm HFSC
probe. Despite this average maximum pressure of 400bar channel number six did fail at 350bar
indicating that in application, a foreseeable maximum pressure should not exceed the lower
maximum limit of 350bar. Ultimate failure of the channels occurred suddenly and catastrophically
splitting the channel open from the interface zone between the plates. Further observations reveal
that four of the ten channels do not have a burst pressure value. These channel never reached burst
pressure due to significant leakage before ultimate failure occurred.

Table 5.8 Pressure Test Values for HFSC Channels

Channel Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Leak Pressure (bar) 170 275 3 30 100 30 1 3 1 1
Burst Pressure (bar) - 440 400 420 400 350 400 - -  -

Figure 5.52 Internal Pressure Test Results from Table 5.8

Leaks occurred in all channels on the AS at the interface zone between the two plates. Channels
four and nine also contained leaks on the RS at the interface zone between the two plates. No leaks
occurred in the channel ceiling. This shows the weld nugget is the weakest region in the HFSC
channel. No direct comparison can be made to the FSC channels produced by Vidal [18] in
section 2.3.3 due to the lack of information provided.
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6 Global Analysis of Results and Conclusion

6.1 Global Analysis
HFSC is the combination of FSC and FSW by combining probe geometries to uniquely weld and
channel in multiple components. HFSC utilizes the new FSC concept presented in section 2 by
promoting a distinct material flow, allowing for a controlled amount of material to be extracted as
detached flash, leaving the processed surface at the initial level. The material selected for this study
was AA5083-H111 in 5mm and 8mm thicknesses.

HFSC probe design, development and analysis.
∂ Three probes designs were established by manipulating the length of the welding tip to

3mm, 4mm or 5mm lengths.
∂ HFSC was performed with each of the three probe designs to understand the effect of tool

design on channel production.
∂ All probes successfully produced stable channels
∂ Weld nugget quality was evaluated to understand the differences in tool performance.
∂ A longer welding tip produced a lager weld nugget, allowing for more flexibility during

channeling operations, concerning plunge depth and probe protrusion. It was also noted
that a larger weld nugget would result in increased strength of the weld joint. However, the
longer weld tip resulted in larger forces enacted on the probe during processing and
subsequently a smaller tool life.

∂ A shorter welding tip produced a smaller weld nugget, reducing flexibility during
channeling operations, concerning plunge depth and probe protrusion. It was also noted
that a smaller weld nugget would result in decreased strength of the weld joint. However,
the shorter weld tip resulted in lower forces enacted on the probe during processing and
subsequently a longer tool life.

∂ A defect dubbed the “hook effect” was found in the weld nugget of channels produced by
all three probe designs. It was also observed that the channel bottom was tilted from the RS
to the AS due to material flow characteristics reducing the strength of the weld joint on the
AS.

∂ A modified HFSC probe was designed with a shoulder between the channeling body and
the welding tip. This shoulder was introduced to increase the forging forces in the weld
nugget and to reduce the channel bottom tilt. The modified probe successfully eliminated
the  “hook effect” and reduced the channel bottom tilt. However, the channel bottom
contained a step effect reducing the effective thickness of the weld nugget reducing
strength but increasing surface area.

∂ With the testing of the modified probe and the determination of reduced strength in the
weld nugget, the original design was considered superior. Of the three HFSC probes, the
4mm probe was determined to be the superior probe design due to the increased weld
nugget size and flexibility over the 3mm probe and the increased tool life over the 5mm
probe.

HFSC shoulder design, development and analysis.
∂ Initial channeling tests were conducted with an already existing shoulder design to

establish a base line for all future shoulder development. This shoulder was considered the
control for this study. This shoulder failed to meet the assessment criteria established for
analysis of shoulder performance.

∂ To ensure channel production was achievable, the original FSC method was performed
with a flat shoulder and HFSC probe. Successful channels were produced but failed the
assessment criteria due to the lack of flash removal.

∂ A new and unorthodox shoulder design was developed and tested. Shoulder
(+1OUT180-1IN360) improved channel characteristics by successfully removing flash
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from the processed surface. However, the consistency of shoulder (+1OUT180-1IN360)
was poor, with many channels produced with large flash deposits on the processed surface.

∂ Six new and unorthodox shoulder designs were created based on the control shoulder,
(+1OUT180-1IN360) shoulder and the shoulders utilized by Vidal (Table 2.11). Each
shoulder was design and tested to understand the effect of tool geometry on material flow.

∂ Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) was determined to be the superior shoulder due to the
increased consistency of flash removal and stable channel formation.

∂ To improve shoulder performance several iterations of shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) were
produced. Each iteration was created to increase material flow extraction while maintaining
stable channel formation.

∂ The first iteration manipulated the height of the scroll between 1mm, 1.5mm and 2mm.
The increased height of the scroll resulted in the increased material extraction but
subsequently failed to produce closed, continuous channels.

∂ The second iteration eliminated the reentrant feature of the scroll to increase the extraction
rate of material. The elimination of the reentrant feature successfully increased material
extraction but failed to produce closed channels. The elimination of the reentrant feature
also reduced the shoulders ability to successfully detach the flash.

Establishment of superior processing parameter.
∂ Processing parameter tests were conducted with shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) and a 4mm

HFSC probe. TRS tested were 300rpm, 350rpm and 400rpm. TTS tested were 30mm/min,
90mm/min, 120mm/min and 150mm/min.

∂ Closed, continuous channels were produced for all processing conditions with the
exception of a TRS of 350rpm and a TTS of 30mm/min. Flash removal was inconsistent
throughout all processing conditions.

∂ Evaluation of the channels geometrical features revealed the channel produced with a TRS
of 300rpm and a TTS of 90mm/min possessed the largest combination of critical zones
thicknesses and maintained an average cross-sectional area comparted to other channels.
These parameters also resulted in the successful removal of flash, leaving the processed
surface at the initial level. It was determined that a TRS of 300rpm and a TTS of
90mm/min were the superior processing parameters.

∂ Microstructural analysis revealed the “hook effect” was only present in channel produced
with a TTS of 30mm/min. It was also observed that the interface zone in the weld nugget
was much flatter for channels produced with higher TTS than those produced with lower
TTS. It was also observed that a higher TTS increased the shear deformation observed by
the increased distortion of layers and dislocation of the interface zone. It was observed that
the weld nugget had an increased grain refinement over that of the channel ceiling caused
by an increased heat input and a slower cooling rate.

∂ HFSC channels showed large roughness on the channel bottom, ceiling and RS. It was
observed that the roughness of the RS was greater than that of the floor. The channel
ceiling had the roughest surface, with the formation of stalactite like features hanging from
the ceiling. This increased roughness is ideal for thermal management applications.

∂ Evaluation of microhardness evaluations revealed that the processing parameters (TRS and
TTS) have a minimal effect on microhardness. However, it was observed that the
manipulation of TTS has a larger impact on the microhardness than the TRS.
Microhardness tests revealed an increase in hardness of the processed zones over the base
material.

Characterization of superior processing conditions
∂ To further understand and test channel formation under optimal processing conditions

channel stability, integrity and strength tests were performed.
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∂ Channel stability tests were conducted with the superior shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90),
3mm HFSC probe and the superior processing conditions. Three different stability tests
were conducted including spiral tests, minimum curvature or S-curve tests and angle tests.

∂ Spiral tests were conducted to test for channel stability under continually changing
curvatures. Four tests were conducted, two of which started from the inside of the spiral
and two from the outside. Two channel were produced with the AS on the inside and two
with the RS on the inside. All channels produced were stable, continuous and closed. Flash
removal was inconsistent but did not affect channel formation or size.

∂ S-curve tests were conducted with the AS on the inside of one curve and the RS on the
other curve. This test was performed to understand the effective minimum curvature on
channel formation and the effect of AS and RS locations during channeling. The smallest
curvature produced was 66% the shoulder diameter resulting in a minimum wall thickness
of 3.85mm with the AS on the inside of the curve. Smaller curvature can be produced with
the RS on the inside due to the increased wall thickness caused by material flow
characteristics packing material on the RS of the channel.

∂ Angle tests were conducted to analyze the effect of producing a channel with angles. It was
determined that it is possible to produce stable, closed and continuous channel with angles
if the AS is located on the inside of the angle and only large angles are utilized. Channel
with the RS on the inside of the angle are partially or entirely closed due to material flow
characteristics packing material on the RS of the channel.

∂ Leak tests were conducted by pumping helium into the channel at a pressure of 1.0bar.
Leak tests revealed minimal leakage in the majority of samples tested. Leaks occurred at
the interface between the two plates on the AS and RS.

∂ Internal pressure tests were conducted by pumping water into the channel with a hydraulic
pump. Two pressures were recorded, leak and burst pressure, to establish strength
thresholds. No conclusion can be determined about the leak pressure due to the wide data
range measured. However, a maximum pressure threshold can be established with an
average of 400bar. However, several channels never reached burst pressure due to profuse
leakage.

6.2 Conclusion
HFSC is the combination of FSC and FSW by combining probe geometries to uniquely weld and
channel in multiple components. HFSC utilizes the new FSC concept presented in section 2 by
promoting a distinct material flow, allowing for a controlled amount of material to be extracted as
detached flash, leaving the processed surface at the initial level. The material selected for this study
was AA5083-H111 in 5mm and 8mm thicknesses. This study aims to establish superior tool
designs through testing and analysis of HFSC channels. Assessment criteria was established to
quantify and analyze tool performance on channel production. With the validation of superior tool
designs, processing conditions, channel stability and channel properties were analyzed to
understand channel formation and tool performance.

Three initial probe designs were developed and tested for performance and effect on channel
properties. Each probe was comprised of a channeling section with a welding tip. A probe with a
larger weld tip produces a larger weld, increasing adjustability and adaptability of the probe, but
experiences much higher forces during channeling. Subsequently a smaller weld tip produces a
smaller weld, reducing adjustability and adaptability of the probe, but experiences much lower
forces during channeling. The three probe designs produced stable welds in the channel bottom.
However, all three probes designs also produced a unique defect dubbed the “hook effect”, reducing
the strength of the weld nugget. A new probe design, called the modified HFSC probe, was
developed to eliminate this defect and to increase the stability of the channel bottom. However, the
modified probe produced alternative issues in the channel bottom eliminating it from further
analysis. The 4mm HFSC probe was determined to be the superior probe design.
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To complement probe design and to promote proper material flow, shoulder design was developed.
HFSC shoulders needed to provide proper forging force to produce a closed channel while also
promoting an outward flow of material from the processed zone as detached flash. To analyze
shoulder performance, four assessment criteria were established. Initial channeling tests were
conducted with an already existing control shoulder to establish a base line for all further shoulder
design and development. Seven unique shoulder designs were produced, tested and analyzed based
on the assessment criteria established. The superior shoulder was then subjected to several design
revisions in an attempt to increase shoulder performance and consistency. All attempts to improve
shoulder performance failed. Shoulder (+1OUT300/+1IN90) was determined to be the superior
shoulder design.

Regardless of tool design, appropriate processing parameters must be utilized to ensure stable
channel formation. As presented in this study, the TRS and TTS are the most critical processing
parameters for the HFSC process. It is critical to obtain an appropriate HI but it is also critical to
locate the optimal processing parameters that produce an appropriate HI. To analyze the effect of
processing parameters on channel production, several analytical approaches were established and
utilized to asses HFSC channels. Processing parameters were assessed by analyzing channel size,
stability and critical zones. This was accomplished with image processing and SolidWorks as
presented in section 3.4. Microstructural analysis and microhardness evaluations were also
performed to further understand channel formation and the effects of processing parameters. It was
observed that channeling operations increase the hardness of the processed material where dynamic
recrystallization occurs. Unique material distortion was observed in the TMAZ on the RS of the
channel. Material flow characteristics in multiple directions of the HFSC process result in the
formation of focal points of the grain distortions. Based on the finding presented in section 5, the
superior processing parameters were a TRS of 300rpm and a TTS of 90mm/min.

To further analyze the capabilities and performance of HFSC, several tests were established and
conducted to evaluate channel stability, integrity and strength. Several stability tests were
conducted including spiral tests, minimum curvature or S-curve tests and angle tests to understand
the effect of path orientation and material flow characteristics on channel formation. Chanel
stability tests revealed that the HFSC process is stable and the different flash formations do not
affect the size of the channel. Producing curved and straight parallel channels with the AS or RS on
the inside, produced distinct and different results without significantly jeopardizing channel
stability. It was determined that the minimum curvature possible was smaller for the RS on the
inside of the curve than the AS, due to material flow characteristics resulting in the packing of
material on the RS. Angle tests revealed the ability to produce stable and open channels with the
AS  on  the  inside  of  the  angle  but  only  for  large  angles.  Leak  tests  were  conducted  to  test  the
integrity of HFSC channels produced with the superior processing parameters. Minimal leakage
was detected at the interface zone between the plates on the AS and a few sample had small leaks
in the channel ceiling. Internal pressure tests were conducted to analyze the strength of HFSC
channels. Leak pressure was analyzed to understand the minimum pressure required to produce
leakage. Leaks occurred from the interface zone between the plates. No direct conclusion could be
determined about leak pressure. Burst pressure was analyzed to understand maximum pressure
capacity of the channels. An average maximum pressure threshold of 400bar was determined to be
the capacity of the HFSC channels.
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7 Future Work
The present work has provided a fundamental understanding and foundation for the HFSC
technology, from which further investigation and more detailed studies should be performed.

With regards to tool design, further design, development and analysis needs to be performed. The
following is a list of recommended items for future tool development.

Future tool design, development and analysis
∂ Further analysis of the modified probe on channel formation
∂ Implement flutes into both the 4mm HFSC probe and modified probe to increase mixing

and shear deformation in the weld nugget.
∂ Further develop and understanding of tool geometry effect on channel formation

concerning processing parameters.
∂ Perform material flow simulations utilizing Fluent or a similar program to develop a better

understanding of material flow induced by tool geometry.

With regards to processing parameters, further testing and analysis is need. The following is a list
of recommended items for future processing parameter development and understanding.

Future processing parameter development and analysis
∂ Increase range of processing parameter scope
∂ Study dwell time on the quality of weld at beginning of channel
∂ Study the effect of utilizing position versus force control
∂ Further development and understanding of processing parameters effect on channel

formation concerning tool design.

A significant defect presented in this study was the “hook effect”. Further investigation into the root
cause of this phenomenon needs to be conducted in order to effectively eliminate the occurrence of
the defect. This should be done by further understanding the effects of processing parameters on
channel formation and understanding the effect of tool geometry on material flow.

Thermal analysis needs to be performed to understand the effect of heating on channel formation
with regards to tool design an processing parameters. Thermal measurements need to be taken
during channeling of the base material and of the tool. Thermal analysis needs to be performed to
understand the formation of flash types due to heat input and cooling rates. It is also necessary to
understand the effect of temperature on channel size and shape. Processing parameters driven by
temperature need to be implemented and studied. Processing parameters controlled by temperature
should be TRS, TTS and forging force in an attempt to produce ideal conditions for channel
formation.

Further tests presented in section 2.2 need to be carried out in order to better understand the
mechanical properties of HFSC channels. These tests include, tensile test, four point bending tests
and fatigue tests.

The investigation presented utilized AA5083-H111. Forthcoming investigations should be carried
out utilizing alternative relevant engineering materials.
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9 Appendix

Figure 9.1 Channels Produced with the Control, +1OUT80 Shoulder and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.2 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.1

Figure 9.3 Channels Produced with the Flat Shoulder and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.4 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.3
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Figure 9.5 Channels Produced with Shoulder +1OUT180/-1OUI360 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.6 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.5
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Figure 9.7 Channels Produced with Shoulder +1OUT90/-1IN300 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.8 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.7
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Figure 9.9 Channels Produced with Shoulder +1OUT300/+1IN90 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.10 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.9

Figure 9.11 Channels Produced with Shoulder -1OUT445 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.12 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.11
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Figure 9.13 Channels Produced with Shoulder +1OUT300 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.14 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.13

Figure 9.15 Channels Produced with Shoulder +1OUT120/B5 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.16 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.15
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Figure 9.17 Channels Produced with Shoulder +2OUT70 and 3mm Probe

Figure 9.18 Cross-sections of Channels Produced in Figure 9.17


